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Abstract continued 
RECOMMENDATIONS: Since these findings were based on one 
study only, the following recommendations for further 
research were made: (1) Longitudinal research is needed 
to determine if personal and child-rearing values change 
when a longer time interval occurs between completion of 
the training and posttesting. (2) Further research and 
replication should be made to extend the external validity 
of the findings to more diverse populations. (3) Further 
research should be conducted on the validity of the Study 
of Values and the Values Survey for Parents for measurement 
of personal and child-rearing values. (4) The same proce~ 
dures should be replicated but using different instruments 
as measures of the dependent variable. (5) Research is 
needed which will provide other new instruments to evaluate 
personal and child-rearing values. (6) A study should be 
conducted using pre and post observation of behaviors to 
avoid the small and slow changes inherent in value changes. 
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Chapter 1 
THE PROBLEM AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
INTRODUCTION 
More and more often, children fire their parents~ 
As they move into adolescence kids dismiss their 
mothers and fathers, write them off, sever their 
relationship with them. It is happening today in 
thousands of families, irrespective of social and 
economic class ... Why is this happening? I am 
convi~ced by my experience in working wi~~ thousands 
of parents in PET (Parent Effectiveness Training) 
t11at these kids have been driven out of their families 
by the behavior of their parents - a certain kind 
of behavior. Parents get fired by their kids when 
they hassle and harangue them to change cherished 
beliefs and values (Gordon, 1970, p. 265). 
One of the basic desires and concerns of parents is 
to teach their values to their children (Mead, 1974; 
Spack, 1974). The p a rent- child relationship is of 
primary importance and significantly affects the child's 
acquisition and development of' values (Satir, 1972; Laube 
and Car-ne, 1975; Simon and deSherbinin, 1975). There is 
an increasing abundance of literature on how to be a 
better parent :; yet, there c..re few actual t:r'ain1ng pro -
grams available in ~hich parents can receive training to 
be more effective communicators of their values . 
p ~1_.., o ~= r a. ~ n de :::; .i 1:-:~ r 1 c· d t cJ t r a 1 n p a :cent s t: o be n1 ore e f f e c t i v e i n 
rearing c hlldrPn. Tl1~s s t udy r eports on the persona l and 
c 11 j _ l ci - ~ -~ e 2l~ in. f~ t alcLng Paren t Effectiveness 
Parents in the l as t half o f t:r:e twe ntieth centu r y 
have b een 3.1ld are confron ted with 1_:ne increasing 1y 
diffic ul t task of communicating thei r va l ues to their 
c hildren (Rath~. Harmi. n , an.d Simon, 1966). Our soe=L e ty 
h as be g un to accept the belief that any c oncept of 
a b solutes in th e area of va l ues is not r ealistic i n a 
c onst a ntly changing world. The shift i n t h inking re-
garding any abso lu t e s in the area of va l ues is most 
signific an t. Previously it was accepted that ther e was 
the possibilit y that some things possessed the quality 
being ri g ht and other things of being wrong. Accord i ng 
"t o Schete f.fe:r' (l 96y ) it wcu; b ecau ~:;e peop1e 
0 -;• 
'-..l.l. 
ac cepted the poss ibility of absolutes, though thes e 
men might disagree as to what th e se were , neverthe-
less they cpuld reason on the class i cal basis of 
antit hes is. So if a nything was true , the oppos~te 
was fals e . PeopJ.e may or may not have thought out 
their beli e fs consistently , bu~ everyone would have 
been talking to each other as t hough the idea of 
antithes is were correct ( p . 14). 
Rath s , Harmtn , a nd S:Lmon ( 1966) contend that our 
society no lonGer views value s on the basis o f truth and 
falsity about which we may b e a uthoritative and suggest 
tha t v a l t~e s 
tend to be the produc ts of o ur experience . Also , 
the;v ar(:; not just a matter of true o r false . One 
c a.nuot go to an encyc l opedja or to a textbook of 
val ue~::. ... r!1his means. that \,re a.r>e dea1ing w=Lth an 
area that i sn ' t a matter of proof or cons ensus . 
I1;. js a matter of exper:i.en ce (p . 36) . 
These authors see values as relative to each 
individual's experiences not accepting any norm or stan-
dard)therefore ) there are no right or wrong values . How 
do parents teach their values to their children when they 
are surrounded by many other influences that present 
differing values? Simon, Howe and Kirschenbaum (1972) 
have discussed these conflicting value influences: 
Parents offer one set of shoulds and should nots. 
The church often suggests another. The peer group 
offers a third view of values. Hollywood and the 
popular magazines, a fourth. The first grade teacher, 
a fifth. The seventh grade teacher, a sixth. The 
President of the United States, a seventh. The 
spokesmen for the New Left and the counterculture, 
an eighth; and so on (p. 16). 
Cody and Lawler (1969) made this observation: 
As the values of the society become more difficult 
t~ define, changes in family lif~ patterns have made 
the family less eff'8ctive as an agent for values 
clarification. The many social and economic pressures 
upon all members of the family have resulted in fewer 
contacts among famjly members. Members, then, are 
left with little help from the fami l y in understanding 
the trememd o us number of alternative ·v-alues which 
confront them each day through television, newspapers, 
rsd i o , maga2 ines , bo o k s , and t h ei r general ex p o sure to 
a society often characterized by protest, crime , 
deprivation, unrest, drugs, and conflicting sexual 
be t: a vi_ o :i'"' ( p . 2 ) .. 
Mead (1974) concludes that the parental ~ole of 
being the teachers of values to children is changing in 
'-; ~-~ r pre sent c r ."l s l s has been v a r j__ o u.s l y ;:;._ t t r 1 b u t; e d 
tc t:~i e over'v!h<?l ·l~in;; rap i dity of change j tr12 collapse 
of the family , the decay of cap italism, t he tri umph 
() ::- :J ~-;..) u ll e s ~3 t ::: c h no 1 o g y , and , in VJ h c 1. e s a l e ~r' e p u d i 3. t 5. on 
3 
tc t he f i na l b re akdown of the Establis hment . 
Behind these attributions there j_s a more basic 
CCJ1flict between those f o r i,~hom the pr·es e nt re-
presents no more than an intens ification of our 
existing cofiguration culture, in which peers are 
rr:ore than ever replacing parents as th e sj_gnificant 
models of behavior, and those who contend that 
we are in fact entering a totally new phase of 
cultural evolution ( p. 32'7). 
Parents are often faced with the diJ.emma of 
communicating values of which they themselves are unsure 
and perhaps doubt or question. Spock .. (l974) discusses 
this uncertainity: 
A lowering of standards of behavior in children 
presumably reflects either the same process in 
adults or at least a great uncertainity in parents 
about what the standards should be ... The emphasis 
in child rearing in the past fifty yea2s has been 
so hea .. .rily on the psychological facto ~r·s that it 
has almost crowded the moral aspects out of sight . 
The effect of all this has been to make many 
parents doubt their own standards and to dilute 
them - quite drastic2lly - as they have passed 
them on to their children (pp. 86-87). 
A child's value syst e m is believed to be in~ · 
flaenced by many factors, some of which are beyond his 
c ont :c::::. l. p l aces h e h as l i v ed, 
the decades in which he was born and lives, the values 
of his parents, ethni~ ancestry, economic status , 
religious pPrs u asjons, politics, occupation, the values 
c f' h .-i.s pe ers - the ;~e :::1. .r e t hin gs t he indi -~.r i d0.a : cannot:; 
cha{:g::: (j:J.::~:csc-n , 1 974 , p , 38) ." Ac cording to the follou--
is nt h at va 1.~1 e2 a .. re ciet ermined to e1. g reat e x tent by one's 
4 
:c e 1 at i. on ships and e spec i a 1 1 y by en: e 1 ~--, f Eim i l y r e l at ion-
ships ( -~ () 7 r -Laub_e a:1d Carnes , -- ':::i ), P · }]_ '{) • II Satir (1972) 
de sc rib ed the impact parents have upon their children: 
Any in fant, comi ng in the world has no past, no 
expcrL c~nce in ~1an6 lin g himf]elf , no skill by which 
to judg e h is own worth . He must rely on the exper -
iences he has with people around him a nd the mes-
sal e[-: they gave him about his worth as a person 
( p . 2 4). 
Paton (1 970) points out the major influences on 
the cY:li 1d stating , "H ome and s chool are the tv.lO great 
formulators of individual cha racter, conduct, and in-
stru ction and their influen c es a r e not entir e ly s eparate 
( p. 98). 11 'The school is becoming increasingly invo 1 ved 
in the t ea chj_ng of and c lari f1cation of v aJ :; e s . Trad j_-
t i on a_ 11 y , educat ors have e ither avo :i. de d be coming: i. n v o 1 v e d. 
wi.th values issues or have helped children d e velop value s 
by less than desirable means ( AbramowJ t z and f'llacarJ !-
197 2 ). Although the school h as been g iven the re s p onsi~· 
bili ty of the new role of teaching /clarifying val~es, 
th e home has been the primary formulator of values for 
children. Simon a nd deSherbinin (19 75 ) concluded that 
11 values start at home ( p. 683)." Fami ly work \·Ji th v a Ju e:3 
j_s becom:Lng one of the ma jor' d i r·ections in v·alues t e aching/ 
cl a r ific (J.t:ion and shou ld cont inue i nto the fu ture. 
There is growing evidence of a need for train:Lng 
par e nts to Le more effe ctive in child-rearing practices 
re gardin r~: val u e acqui ~d_ i- ~!on an d c1 ac 5.fic a t5_on (Laube and 
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Carnes,l975; Gordon, 1970). Matson (1974) considers one 
of the basic roles of parents to be that of guiding their 
children 
in the process of value's awareness ~- - .~ .. lfe mus-t~ --
also, from time to time, reexamine and reevaluate 
our values systems, to come closer to being what we 
want young people to be, self-actualizing individuals 
who have clearer perceptions of reality and who are 
open to persons and experiences (p. 38). 
Parent training has been made up of the parents 
own experiences in his family of origin, an abundance of 
contradictory statements in various advice columns , and 
an occasional course in child psychology. There is a 
discernable need to assist parents in clarifying what 
values they have as individuals and as a family unit 
(Laube and Carnes~ - 1975; Crosby, 1971). 
Examination of the need for this type of training 
discloses that little assistance has been provided for 
parents. Statements from the following recent - ~esearch 
studies and expert opinions clearly focus on the need for 
effective parenting skills. Corkville (1972) reported: 
We parents are not trained for our job. Vast 
sums are spent to teach academic and vocational 
skills, but the art of becoming a nurturing parent 
is left to chance and a few scattered classes. And 
yet, paradoxically, we regard children as our most 
important resource ( p. 97). 
According to Gordon (1975): 
Everyone points the finger of blame at parents 
for the troubles of youth. Yet how much effort is 
made to assist parents to become more effective in 
rearing children? Parents are blamed, but not 
trained (p.3). 
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Satir (1975) pointed out: 
Today it is impossible to hear people saying without 
a sense of urgency that we need more and better family 
life education. Much of this concern probably is re-
lated to the increasing threat of the breakdown of 
the modern family, the evidence of which we see all 
around us. Perhaps more of the conc~rn is related 
to desperate attempts to avoid personal or social 
catastrophes. Probably at least as much concern has 
to do with people knowing somewhere within ourselves 
that they could get more out of their lives as family 
members if only they knew how (p. 3). 
Parent Effectiveness Training 
Parent Effectiveness Training is a parent education 
program developed in 1962 by Thomas Gordon with the stated 
purpose of assisting parents in the development of values, 
behaviors, and communfuation skills considered to be help-
ful in parent-child interactions and relationships. Parent 
Effectiveness Training, hereafter referred to as PET, has 
now expanded into hundreds of communities where it has 
been taught by persons specially trained for teaching the 
course. PET was designed to teach parents the skills of 
effective communication and democratic problem-solving 
with the family. A non- authoritarian, ''no~lose" method 
of conflict resolution that brings about mutually accept-
able s o lutions is taught with activities for practicing. 
PET is twenty-four hours in length. · 
The principles and objectives of PET are: 
1. Parents can do a better job of being a thera-
peutic helping agent with their children than 
professional therapists, because they have 
ry ( 
j_ n f j_ nit c 1 y more in t era.-~ t :! .  on VJ .t t h t l1 em . How·-
ever, parents mu.s t leetl'n certain sl:ills ut1.1-~ 
i zed by profe:::. :::i ona l therapists . rrhe most 
i mportant of these facilative skills is active 
listening , a non-evaluative, accepting, lis-
tening skill. Active } j_stening is the ability 
to listen in a non-judgemental manner . This 
facilative ski.ll is effective when the child 
ovJns the problem and the behavior of the child 
is acceptable to the pa.:-cen t . 
2. Par·cnts have a r igh t to enjoy life at home and 
to have their own needs met in the parent-
child relationship . This will require modify-
ing the unacceptable behavior of their child-
ren, behavior that interferes with the parent 
meeting hi.s own need s. When the parent owns 
the problem he uses a confrontive skill to 
modify the unacceptable behavior of the child. 
Parents can do this without using power and 
without damaging the selT-esteem of their 
children or destroying the relationship. rhe 
parent is taugh t how to send hone st messages, 
n I " me s s age s , t hat are t rue t o t ~ 1 e i r f c; e 1 in 6 ::; 
8.nd needs. rrhis corfrunt i ve skill iE~ a r, ,'Jn ·-
po#er , non- laming method of modi~ying the 
child's unacceptable b2havior. 
3. Most problems arising from conf licts between 
the needs of parents and the needs of their 
children can be resolved without either pf 
them winning at the expense o f the other 
losing, provided parents can learn to use a 
non-power , "no-los e " method of conflict 
resolution. This problem solving skill will 
enhance the prospects for a mutually accept-
able solution~ 
~. Many conflicts and disagreements in the parent-
child relationship can be avoided in the first 
place if parents learn to respect and accept 
the values of the chJld that differ from the 
values of the parent. Parents are taught how 
to avoid attempts at controlling behavior of 
the child that does not tangibly or concreteJ.y 
interfere with the parents meeting of their 
own values and needs. Parents ar e taught 
reinforcing skills and influencing skills to 
enc:1.ble them to be better communicators of their 
own values . The parents are urged to claci.fy 
their o~In values so they mJght be more effe c-
tive 1n communicatir1g a nd transmitting the ir 
ralues to thei.r children (Gordon, 1975) . 
r_rHE PROBLEivi 
In the background of the problem the writer noted 
the (j) shJft of thinking in our soc1ety regarding abso-
futes in the area of values , (2) the difficulty of teach-
ing relative values to children, and (3) the changing 
role of parents and the family. The complexities of 
teaching values in the last half of the twentieth century 
ha.ve incr eased the need for parent training programs . 
It ha3 bee11 suggested that f~T , a parent education program , 
may as:~ist par-ents in the development of val1tes and skj_11s 
toward n1or2 effective parenting . The proponents claim 
that parents may clarify their values by equipping them-
selves with ~ommunication skills to res olve problems and 
thereby possibly .r·educe the frequency of values c·ollisj_ons . 
The effectiveness of PET in clarifying parents' personal 
and chi1d-r·ea . .ri.ng values h as not been clearly defined. 
'l'he wr1ter then expanded on the PJ'inciples and objectives 
of PET . T 11 e p o s sib l e effect s on the parent s VJ h o part i c i-
pate j_n the PET educ~tion program were discuss ed . 
This study was initiated to determine the extent 
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to which PET influences or changes the values of the 
parents. The effect of PET on the child-rearing values 
of parents was measured by the ValuesSurvey for Parents 
by Witty in four specific areas: (1) the parents' value 
of communication with their children; (2) the parents' 
value of their relationship with their children; (3) 
the parents'value of · self and parent role; (4) the 
parents~value of influencing their children. The effect 
of PET on the personal values of the parents was measured 
by the Study of Values by Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey. 
The si x values, dominant interests in personality, meas-
ured by the Study of Values are: (1) the theoretical; (2) 
economic; (3) aesthetic; (4) social; (5) political; and 
(6) religious. 
Importance of the Study 
The acqui~ition and development of values is 
emphasized as being important in our society, hence parent 
training resulting in possible identification and clarifi-
cation of values that makes child-rearing more effective, 
may prove beneficial. If proven effective the importance 
of such a program for parents lies in the need for child-
1 
ren to understand t he values that may give direction in 
their live s. This potential strategy to remediate the 
possible neglect by those invo lved in parent education 
programs will be appreciated by parents, educators, chur ches, 
school::> , and he a lth service ag e ncies . 
HYPOTHESES 
The hypo the s e s invest i gated vJ ere r e 1 ate d t o the 
effe ct~~veness of PE..:T with parents . for the purpose of 
influencing the p erson al and child-rearing values that 
may affect their child-rearing pr~cti ces. The following 
!·1ypothe ses w21·-= investigated: 
Hypothesis l. Parents who participate in P~~ 
indicate a gre2ter ch2nge in their personal values 
than parents who do not receive the trairting as 
measured by the St udy of V~l:ues by Allport , Vernon, 
anc_ Lir:dz ey. 
Hypothesis 2. Par~nts who participate in PET 
indicate a greater change in their child-rearing 
values than parents who do not receive the training 
as measured by the Values Survey f or Parents by 
~·J i tty. 
Procedure 
The investigator contacted four PET instructors 
1:Jho volunteered their PET classes t o serve as the experi-
mental group for this study. '},he parents who participated 
in the stud y were enrolled in these four PET classes in 
Concord, .San Prarcisco, and Sacramento, Cal:_fornia . Tl.iO 
class es, one in San Francisco ( Sunset District), and one 
in C~nco~d, were enrolled iD the standardized PET course 
that ;::.onsists cf twen 1~ ::l --four ho:.n:'G of instruction divided 
into t hree hou:r' c~Lasses over- an eight week period . One 
clas s trt District) was conducted 
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two weeks apart. A control gr oup (N=30) of parents not 
enrol l e d nor participat ing in the PET course was estab-
lished in Modesto by the inves tigat or. 
The research mode l chosen was a Nonr andomized 
Control Group Pretest-Po sttest Design sugge sted by Val 
Dalen (1966). The experimental gr o~ps wer e pretested, 
participated in the ~ET course anci then given the post ·-
t est. The c on t rol group was pretested, and posttested 
without treatment. The study was conducted between · 
September 1977 and April 1978. 
A self-re port me asuring device, the Values ~urvey 
fo~~ Pa~ants d.e0igned and dsvelop <= d by the Jr~vestigator, 
was validated and field . tested in July and August~l977. 
The instru~ent proved to be a significantly reliable _ 
m8GD2 to rr.easure the ch.ild·-rearing values of parents . The 
Study of Values, a scale for measuring the dominant interests 
in personality, by Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey was used 
to measure the personal values of the parents . 
ASSUMPT I ONS AND LIMITATIONS 
The study was gu ided by several assumpt ion s and 
l imitations . These were as follows : 
l. . r~ 1 }-} e V?JJ.::_c:_§_ _  S l.-~·vey _f c~_.?al~ent s_ and the ~)t~_l_9_~~ _ _9_.:f_ v~~~~s 
~~~ ·:~; .~r J. (; ~ <:~ ~~ l ~i ~c :..:: c :--i ~-~ ~ j_ ~ L)_ i: .i \f e m r: ·3.t} ~- r!.f.?; 2. 3 c 1-~ j_ 'tJ e c1 t: o t: 11 t::· JD ) 
s pecifica1ly , they meas ure the parents personal and 
a nd child-rea ring values. 
2. Parents validly expressed their v~lues on the Val ues 
§_~~~vey fo_r Parent_~ and th'2 §._!:_uctv of Va_l_ue s i terns-.--
3. Changes in child-rearing behavior i mp l y change in 
values toward child-rearing. 
4. The PET instructors - in this study are representive 
of the-population of PET instructors. 
Limitations 
The following are to be considered as possible 
limi ting factors in this study: 
1. The study wa s limited to the parents (N=23) who 
attended the f our PET classe s in Concord, San 
Prailc isco, and Sac1-.-3:ffiento, Califor:!1_ia and volun--
teered to serve as the experimental group. The 
paren ts in Modesto , California who did not attend 
a PET course volunteered to serve as the control 
group (N=30). 
2. The study was limit e d to program outcomes of 
c hanged persorial values as measured by the Study of 
Value s and changed child-rearing values as measured 
5~/ the Values Survey f' or Fare 0.!..?._. 
3. This study was limi ted to tes ting the ef?ectiveness 
o f PET as a total progi' 8.m rather .than measuring t he 
effe ctivene ss of various comp onen ts or modules of 
the program. 
DEFINITI ON OF TERMS 
For the pL~rpose of this study:- th r:: foJ lowing 
terms are defin ed : 
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1. Active Listening: A process involving a non-
evaluative, facilative kind of listening and 
a communication of acceptance and understand -
ing of the sender and his message (Gordon,l970) . 
2. Attitudes: A manner of thinking, feeling, and 
acting that is operationally and reciprocally 
interrelated in the cognitive, and affective 
domains (Schmitz, 1975). 
3. Behavior: A manner of acting that is observ-
able, tangible, and concrete, and perceived 
by the observer as acceptable or unacceptable 
(Gordon, 1975). 
4. Child-Rearing Values: The system of values 
held by the parent that affects his or her 
self-awareness and self-confidence in the 
parent role and his or her communication and 
relationship with the child, and his or her 
influence on the child (Gordon, 1970). 
5. Confrontive Skill: A communication skiJl that 
helps one state his own unmet needs to another 
in a relationship with as little damage to 
the relationship as possible (Gordon, 1970) . 
6 . Parent Effectiveness Training, PET: A twenty -
four hour parent education training program 
developed by Thomas Gordon to assist parents 
in securing a more effective parent - child 
relationship through charging parental atti - , 
tudes · e.nd behaviors~ The attitudinal changes 
considered in the PET approach have their 
roots in a combination of sources: humanistic 
psychology, Rogerian principles, and Gordon 's 
own theory of democratic relationships for 
optimal growth. The four major skill areas 
taught are: active listening, confronting an -
other in a conflict, resolution or problem sol V -
ing, and values collisions. Emphasis is also 
put on ineffective forms of listening, commu -
nicating , and relating (Schmitz, 1975, p.8 ) . 
7 . Parent Education: An activity using educa-
t i ona l techniaues in order to effect change in 
parent role p~rformance (Brim, 1 959, p.2 oY. 
8 . Problem Solving: A ccmmunication process fo r 
overcoming a conflict of needs between two 
persons involving the identification of needs 
a nd the generation, evaluation, acceptance and 
implementation of solutions (Gordon, 1970 ). 
9 . Study of V_alu.'?s: A forty-five item SUI'vey by 
Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey of six dominant 
interests in personality: theoretical, eco~ 
nomic , aesthetic, social, · political and relig~ 
ious. 
10. ~-?--=lues: An enduring belief that ·a spec ific 
mode of conduct or end-state of existence is 
personally and socially preferable to an op~ ­
oosite _or converse m6de of conduct dr endstate 
of existence (Rokeach, 1974, p. 5). 
11. Values Clarification: The identifi c ation and 
examination of one's purposes, feelings, 
choices, att itudes, aspirations, and beliefs 
(Coy, 197 1~). 
12. Values Collision Influencing Skill: Ways of 
handling conflict of values between two persons 
through the use of modeling, being a consultant, 
accepting new values, adopting the other per-
sons values, and praying (Gordon, 1970). 
13. Val u.e§ Survey f_g_I' __ Earent s_: A twenty i tern · sur-
vey developed by the investigator and designed 
to identify and describe parental soc ialization 
values. A self-descriptive instrument that 
attempts to measure: the parents value of 
communiation with their children; the parents 
value of their relationship with their children; 
~h e p aren ts value of s elf and parent role; a n C 
~he pa~ents value of influencing their children. 
14 . V a 1 u e ;:. S y s t em : The p I ' e s l~ p posit ions , be 1 i e f s , 
V'll'_H;;s -tha-tan individual holds consciously or 
uncJnscio~sly ani affects the way in which he 
r;?asons and the manner· in which he behaves 
'\ Snha~~fpr 1969- ) 
·- \.... ' ~ _,. ..L.. -~ '- ' • 
.S Tj _f'vJMARY 
T :r.~ c-; i' j_ r s t :; h a.p t e r o f the study out 1 j_ ned the pro b l ern::: 
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considered to be the pr1mary influence on the child and 
need tc be more effe ct ive communicators of their values 
in a c:otL3t a ntly ch3nging s oc iety. 
f~:r_:'en t ~f.£~-~~:~_veness Trainl-x~g-2 PET, a parent 
educatio~ program developed by Gordon was presented as a 
possible means of assisting parents in identifying and 
clarifying their p er sonal and child-rearing values. A 
non-randomized pretest-posttest design was selected to 
ascertain the effects of PET as measured by the Study of 
yal~~~ and the ~aJ.ues __ Surv~y for Parents. 
OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY 
1n Chapter II is found a review of the literature 
and res earc h pertin ent to the elements considered in this 
study. 
Chapter III contains a · description of the test 
instruments u5ed; an account of the method used in collec-
ting , tabul a ting , and organizing data ; and a description 
of the statistical tec hniqu e s used in analyzing the data. 
CJ-Jt:lpter IV shows sn a11alysi.s of the data to de-
teJ•mine the effect cf Parent Effectiveness Training, ~E'T, 
on pa:t'ent s persor,a1 a.nd child-r ear i ng values. 
T~ e inves ti~nt ion is summarized in Chapter V wit~ 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERJ~ TURE HEL]I_'rED TO rl.'HE .S'I'UDY 
The purpose of this chapter is to review and 
r eport what ha s been previously written and researched 
on the t opic under investigation . The c omputer--assisted 
sear ches by ERIC , ARL , the Vocationa l Educ a t :ton Resourc e 
Information Center in the State of California Department 
o f Education in conjunction with the assistance of 
Effectiveness Training Research Library and manual sear-
ches, consti t uted the means by which the related litera--
ture on the top ic was obtained . Althoug h th ere was a 
preponderanc e of research 1i terature on va l:Jes at~J. va~l u:::s 
education in the school s etting there are f ew actu3l 
researc h studies centered on the home and parental inf l u-
ence in the ident ificat ion, clarification, communication, 
and acqui~ition of values . 
The pres entation o f the literat ure on values and 
h 'ld . -c 1 -rearlng has been sepa rated into the foll owing ncn-
distinet sections to reflect focusing of the literature 
on the topic : 
1. The devel opment of a p sy chology of values. 
2. The role of par e nt a s value influencer, commu-
i d en L j_ f i c at ion and c 1 a :r-' i f i c at i o :n o f' v a 1 1; e .s . 
3. Parent Effe ctiveness Training philosophy, 
values, and process. 
THE 8EVZLOPMENT OF A PSYCHOLOGY OF VALUES 
Values has not been a central term or "core conceptTT 
f or a ny dominant psychology of the last hundred years. Cohen 
(1960) concluded that Jess than ten percent of a sample of 
sixty general psychology textbooks had sections devoted 
to the topic of beliefs or va~ues. More recently Rokeach 
(1970) and others offer convincing documentation that this 
situat ion is (;hanging. A growing awareness of the psycho-
logica l factors that influence scientific thinking has 
also created a demand for a psychology of values. Schlenker 
(1976) states: 
Most social scientists eschew the diverse mini-
theories, myriad concepts, and unrelated hypotheses 
which current ly pervade the social disciplines. A 
day is envisioned when social science will revolve 
around only one or at best a few key concepts,broadly 
accepted and supported by a wealth of data, which will 
unify the soc ial fields (p . 1 01) . 
Milton Rokeach agrees with the goal and contends 
that "values" is the 11 core concept" for unifying all 
l Q u 
social disc ipline s. In his book, The NatuTe of Human Values, 
he attempts to d e velop a "value-free approach" to the study 
of ·val u es wh i.ch \-vi ll be u seful to anthropologist 3, socio-
lo g i s ts, politica l s c ientists , psycholog i s ta , and even to 
philosophers and the o l og ians . Rokeach says (1974): 
Nc:re than an~~/ other concept, it is an in t ervening 
V(:_riable t hat shows promise of bej_ng a.bJe to uni fy the 
apparently diverse interests of a11 the sciences con-
c e rned with human b e havior (p. 101). 
The study of values was predominately conducted 
in the field of philosophy until the latter part of the 
nineteenth century, In his book, What is Value, Frondizi, 
(1971) observes: 
Value theory js very popular today, but it did 
not exist a century ago. While m~taphysics and ethics 
flourished in Ancient Greece, and theory of knowledge 
st a rted in the seventeenth century, value theory, also 
c a lled axiology, was not formulated until the end of 
the nineteenth century (p. 3). 
The traditional historical beginning point for 
the discussion of values is Ancient Greece and Plato's 
~he Rerublic. Frondizi (1971) states: 
Man was concerned about values from the very 
beginning, and philosophical theories about particular 
types of valu~s have since Plato been the subject of 
many profound pages (p.3). 
Def~_njti on of Va~ues, Beliefs, 
and Attitudes 
There is i ncreased intere st in value s and there is 
an ever increasing proliferation of psychological theories 
about values. With increased attention being devoted to 
the issue of values in current literature, there is mounting 
confusion and par ticularily over the definition of terms . 
T~e ~mportance o f a psychology of value s depends upon the 
extent to w!l ic:h t he te:rms c:in be defined, understood, and 
appJi ed . Since the time oY PJato, me n have cons idered know-
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valuing . Although the bas ic human processes of believing 
and valu1n g are not perfectly distinct, phiJo sophy has 
maintained that there is a di2tinction betwee n questions 
of fact and questions of yalue-between the questions, 
"What is truth?" and "What is best?". These _basic ques-
tions of philosophy have recently been appropriated by 
psychology on the supposition that some 8Cientific account 
might be given of how men actually function in the domain 
of beliefs and the domain of values (Scheibe, 1970); It 
is s ugges ted that behavior is the result of beliefs and 
values. Scheibe's suppos ition is as follows: 
What a person does (his behavior) depends upon 
what he wants (his values) and 'iHhat he considers to 
be true or .likely (his beliefs) about himself and the 
world (his psychological ecology)(p. 1). 
Increasinglytheo bservation is made that .. all of 
man's activities are dependent upon his "mental capacities" 
(Lewis, 1943; Matson,l974; Rokeach, 1974i Scheibe, 1970). 
Schaeffer (1976) suggests that all behavior is 
the logical conclusion of the presuppositions or beliefs 
held by the individual in his thinking p r ocesses. He 
concludes that: 
People are unique in the inner life of the mind-
viha t they are in thel r thought world determines how 
tr~ey ;:,_c t. 1.1h is is true of their value sy stems and 
it 1 :3 true of their creati.vi ty. It is tr11e of their 
corporate ~ct ions, such as political decision s, and 
:: t is true of the -1 r p e :c' so na l l i \' e s . ::rh e result s o f 
thei r though t 1.·.rorld flow through their f i ngers or 
f r c: m 1,~ he J ~~ t c n g tH? i :1 t c t he 2 z t ern a l ·: ; o ~ 1_ d . T hi s i s 
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true of Michelangelo's chisel, and it is true of a 
dictator's sword. 
People have presuppositions, and they will live 
more consistently on the basis of these presuppositions 
than even they themselves may realize. By presupposi-
tions , we mean the basic way an individual looks at 
life, his basic world view, the grid through which he 
sees the world. Presuppositions rest upon that which 
a person considers to be the truth of what exists. 
People's presuppositions lay a grid for all they bring 
forth into the external world. Their presuppositions 
also provide the basis for their values and therefore 
the basis for their decisions. "As a man thinketh, so 
is he", is really most profound. An individual is not 
just the product of the forces around him. He has a 
mind, an inner world. Then, having thought, a person 
can bring forth actions jnto the external world and 
thus influence it. People are apt to look at the 
outer theater of action, forgetting the actor who 
"lives in the mind" and who therefore is the true 
actor in the external world. The inner thought world 
determinesthe outward action (p. 19-20). 
Scheibe considers William James to be "the most 
important of all psychologists for the histo~y of beliefs 
and values ( p. 10). '' James considered man to be a live 
actor, with purposes he could call his own, and man's 
thinking to be "first and last for the sake of his doing". 
Hofstadter (1955) quotes James: 
The knower is not simply a mirror floating with no 
foothold anywhere, and passively reflecting an order 
that he comes upon and finds simply existing. The 
knower is an actor, and coefficient of the truth on 
one side, whilst on the other he registers the truth 
which he helps to creat e. Mental interests, hypo-
theses, postulates, so far as they are bases for 
human action-action which to a great extent trans-
forms the world-help to make the truth which Ghey 
declare. In other words there belongs to mind, from 
its birth upward, a spontaneit y , a vote. It is in 
th2 game, and not a mere looker-on; and its judgment s 
o f the should-be, its ideals, cannot be peeled off 
from the body of the cogitandum as if they were 
excrescences, or meant, at most, survival (p .l3l ) . 
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Rokeach (1970) has indieat :? d that v a lues , by def-
inition, are imperatives for action. James (1890) believed 
that the most interesting aspects of man are "his ideals 
and his over-beliefs" and that man 's "will to believe" is 
an essential expression of his humanity. The belief that 
man is an active constructor of tr~th, that his ideals 
and judgements of value are determiners of his activity, 
' · 
and that thought in general is intimately connected with 
behavior l ed to the development of a psychology of value s. 
Scheibe (1970) lists psychoanalysis, Gestalt 
psychology, and American behaviorism as important steps 
in the development of a psychology of beliefs and values. 
He then suggests four reasons why research on beliefs and 
values were influenced by general developments in the 
behavioral sciences and changes in society. The most 
important influences or reasons were: 
The post-war development of social psychology; 
the fa~tastic growth and diversification of psychology 
in g e neral, which gave rise to the formulation of 
problem-centered, pragmatic theories; the growth of 
an interdisciplinary approach to problems, one of 
which is the problem of decision making; and the 
contemporary socio-political climate, which demands 
the development of a psychology of beliefs and 
values because human conflicts are so frequently 
framed in these terms (p. 21). 
\•Jj_ th th1s hi~~ t orical and conceptual background 
o f t he psycl':lo l ogy o f va l~J. es i.t j s necessary n ovJ to c ons j_der 
the t b e c1r y a nd r'2s earch regarding the role of values in 
h tunan f u -r1 ct i c n.:i ng . 
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The Role of Value s 
Because the s tudy of va l ues is a fairly r e c e nt 
psy c hblog ical c onside ration there is much inconsistency 
in the definition and use of terms. This defining problem 
is complicated by the varted uses of terms and shades of 
mean ing used by other disciplines especially philosophy, 
theology, sociology and anthropology. In order to under-
stand values and the valuing process it is necessary to 
consider other terms and interrelated subareas. Rokeach 
(197 0) in the preface of his book Beliefs, Attitudes, and 
Valu e s said: 
There is yet little consensus about exactly what 
we mean when we speak of a belief, an attitude, a value, 
a v alue system - and exactly what the differences are 
a mong these concept~ (X). 
Any attempt to define and clarify the meaning of 
these terms must be done with the consideration ~hat 
although these terms may be used as a noun "they do not 
refer to substantive entities but to aspects of psycholog-
ical functioning. We do not see beliefs like so many 
eggs or parcels, but rather we see indiv iduals believing, 
kno~t.Jj_ ng, or acting (Scheibe, 1970, p.22) ~· Scheibe makes 
a dis t i~ction between the exter n al world of facts, events, 
relatj_onships or nReali tyn it self, which is presumably 
not der)i::ndent u.pon anyone' s lJe l ie f and an n ind ividua ls 
- .. .; ,". T ,.-. , .. ,r, -1· -?-,- ( v ..L '- \\ u J. r ~ .~ o_ l • .J .i p . 2 3) . n 'I'h1 s ·wo:r ld '/i e·vJ , o~ viay a n i n-
divi~ua l - lo oks a t li fe , which Schaef f er (1976) de f i ne s as 
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He states: 
Most peop le catch their presuppositions from their 
fami ly and surrounding society the way a child catche s 
measle s. But people with mor e underst and ing realize 
that their presupposition s should be chosen after a 
c a reful consideration of what world view i3 true(p.20). 
Bro-wn ( 1968) believes presuppositions or beliefs 
do significantly affect behavior and states~ 
A per s on behaves in any particualr situation depends 
to a considerable extent upon how he percei~es that 
situation. And how a person perceives any given 
situation involves his outlook, or point of view. 
Coloring the perceptual lenses through which an-in-
dividual views the world around him are his beliefs 
(p. 26). 
Steck (1975) and others emphasize the importance 
of an individual's consideration of his beliefs and world 
view, or system of belief. Rokeach (1970) assumes: 
That in every person's value-attitude system there 
already exist inherent contradictions of which he is 
una.ware for one reason or another· - compartmentaliza-
tions due to ego-defense, conformity, intellectual 
limitations, or an uncritical internalization of the 
contradictory values and atti tu.des of his reference 
groups (pp.l67-168). 
A vari et y of names have been advanced at different 
times to stand for the congeries of beliefs that comprise 
a per s on's world view. Ku:ct Le:..vin ( 1935) · called it nlife 
space IT. Cantril suggested the terms "assumptj_ve v.rorld" 
(Cantr~_l , 1 970) and "psychoJ.ogical reality" (Cantril, 1965). 
Kelly (1955) proposed the phrase "personal construct 
' I • 'C' , , ( 1 9 '7 0 ) , +"' • . , • sys-ce1n ·. j\O.K:eacn , -· r c.e 1. :1.nes ·c nls -world view as 11 a 
Having represented within it, in some organized 
psychological but not necessarily logical form, each 
and every one of a person's countless beliefs about 
physical and social reality (p.2). 
Rokeach (1970)believes that belief systems are 
the result of several types of belief: 
First, not all beliefs are equally important to 
the individual; beliefs vary along a central -
peripheral dimension. Second, the more central a 
belief, the more it will resist change. Third, the 
more central the belief changed, the more widespread 
the repercussions in the rest of the belief system 
(p. 3). 
Jastrow (1927) pointed out that "the human mind 
is a belief-seeking rather than a fact-seeking apparatus 
(p.2 84)." Rokeach (1970) is more explicit in his 
definition: 
A belief is any simple proposition, conscious or 
unconscious or unconscious, inferred from what a person 
says or does, capable of being preceded by the phrase 
"I believe that ..... ". There are three kinds of 
belief: 1) Descriptive or existential belief - "I 
believe the sun sets in the West".; 2) Evaluative 
belief- "I believe this ice cream is good."; 3) and 
Prescriptive or exhoratory belief- "I believe child-
ren should obey their parents." (p.ll3). 
Much emphasis is placed on the "processn orientation 
toward beliefs, attitudes and values. A popularized 
approach accepting that orientation is Values Clarification 
and will be disc ussed later. Scheibe(l970) defines b e l ie f by 
t h e process o f believing as that which 
~e::!_ ates the p e rson to the e xterna l wor l d . Di fferent 
beliefs may p erform the functi on of relating well or 
ba d l y as e v idenced by behaviors t hat might be l abeled 
intelligent, or i n formed, on the one hand, or stupid 
a nd naive, on the ot h er ( p.2 3-2 4) . 
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Since Al l port ' s des ignation of a ttitudes as the 
centra l problem of social psychology, a subst antial amount 
of re search has been done on the subject. Allport (1954) 
defined attitudes as "more or less enduring dispositions 
to soc ia l behavior''. Attitudes are considered to have both 
value (motivational) and belief (c~gnitive) components 
(Krech and Crutchfield, 1948). Rokeach (1970) defines an 
attitude: 
A relatively enduring organization of beliefs 
around an object or situation predisposing one to 
respond in some preferential manner. Each belief 
within an attitude organization is 6onceived to have 
three components: 1) A cognitive component, because 
it represents a person 1 s knowledge, held with varying 
d egrees of certitude, about what is true or false, 
good or bad, desirable o~ undesirable; 2) An affective 
component, because under suitable conditions the 
·beli e f is capable of arousing affect of' varying 
intensity centering around the object of the belief, 
arou nd ether objects (individuals or groups) taking 
a positive or negative position with respect to the 
cbject of belief> or around the belief itself, when 
it' s validity is seriously questioned, as in an 
argument; 3)and a Behavioral component, because the 
beljef~ being a response predisposition of varying 
threshold, must lead to some action when it is suit-
ably activat ed . The kind of action it leads to is 
d~ctated strictly by the content of the belief (p. 
112-114). 
In further delineating the difference between 
b eliefs and attitudes Rokeach (1970) continues with this 
explanation : 
The conception of an attitude as an organi zation 
~ f t e li ~ fs is consistent with the view th2t all 
attitudes incorporate be li efs, but not all beliefs 
are :ne.cessar:i-Jy a part of .attitudes . One widely held 
distinction between belief and attitud2 is that 
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beliefs h a ve on l y a cognitiv e compone nt while atti t u de s 
h a ve b o th cognitive and affe ctive compon e n t s (p. 115). 
Steck (1975) and Scheibe(l970) agree that belief 
systems may change as a result of required behavior. In 
other words, aititudes might follow behavior. Also they 
suggest that the behavior is also influenc ed by values. 
The conformity experiments by Asch (1952) suggest that 
under normal circumstances, a person may state his judg-
rnents and beliefs in a relatively unconstrained manner, 
but in the presence of a group of people who consistently 
disagree with him he will usually alter what he says he 
thinks, sees, or believes. Thus it appears that the 
e xpres ::; j_on of a belief is influencec}. by valu e s . Hokeach 
(1 970) considers: 
A value to be a type of belief , centrally located 
within one's total belief system, about how one ought 
or ought not to beha ve, or about some end-state of 
e x::1 E..<~ enc e v1orth or n o t worth attaining. Values are 
th~s abs tract ideals, po s i .tive· or nega tive , not tied 
to any specific attitude object or situation, rep-
r e bE: n t j _ n g a person ' s be ::t _j_ e f s about ide a l modes of 
conduct and ideal termina l goals- what Lovejoy(l950) 
calls generalized adj e ctival and terminal values(p.l2 ~ ). 
Values are distinguished from beliefs by Scheibe 
(19 70): 
On e fu ndamental distincti o n be t ween beliefs and 
vaJ.ues deri ves from the philosophical differentation 
b etwe en q u e s t ions o f fact and que s tions of val u e ... 
ans\,J e rs t o ques t i ons of fact are belief stateme nt s . 
An s we rs t o que st i ons of v a lue, then ar e value jud g -
ments. Be li e f statemeGts refer to what is po~sible, 
what exi s t3 , wha t hap p ened in history, what a pers on 
j _ s~ ~hat h e can do . ~h ey -are frame d in t e r ms of 
exp ec t ancies , hypothe ses, subjective probabil i ties 
a. s s ur:1 r i:, _i v e vJ or 1 d s , c o gn 1 t i v e m a p s 1 an c, s o on . V a 1 u e 
j u d g::: m c r: t s r e fer t o \-v hat j_ s ~t-i an t e d _, what i ~) b e s t , v.r hat 
i s d e~irab le or ?referab l e , wha t ought to be done. 
They s uggest the ope_.ration of wishe s, d e~ ires , goa ·l· 0 
'--- ~ J --D ' 
p ass j C)n ::;. , valences , or morals (pgs . 4 1- ~2) . 
Develop~ent and Function 
-- of-V a_Iu e s 
VaJues serve various purposes in human functionin g . 
Hokeac b ( 1971.1 ) has defined a valu~ as: 
An enduring belief tha.t a spec:j_fic mode of conduct 
or end-state of existence is perscna lly and socially 
preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct 
or end-~sta te of existence ( p. 5) . 
Further Rokeach (1 974) has concluded from his 
extens ive research that different combinations of values 
s erve the various needs in Maslow 's need hi erarchy (Maslo~ , 
1962). J.- Tb Pref'ore, values are beliefs that have b e en e:Lev atec_ 
to the status of motives within the personality. As 
motives, values are the cognitive representations of need s, 
and they serve different purposes ~: depending on how people 
defin e their needs at any given point (Hultman,l976). 
Although it can be broadly stated that p eople 
value what me8ts their various physiological ~nd p s ych -
o logical needs (Maslow) 1962) j_t appears that values are _ 
more inst~ument a l to the fulf illment of some needs tha n 
others. Rokeach (1974) sugge sts that the chief purpose 
served by values is to help people preserve and increas e 
their self-regard. He concludes that any value is capa.b1c 
of being us e d to meet self-este em needs: 
Va lues provid e a basi s for rational self-justific -
a t jon .i r: ~·;o f a r as p o s s i b 1 e , but a l so a. b a. s 1;:; for 
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rationalized self-justification insofar as necessary 
(p. 13). 
Olive (1962) suggests that values are influenced 
by cognition and that individuals learn acceptable be~ 
havior which become of value to them. Kluckholn (1952) 
defines value as a" ... conception ... of the desirable 
(p.395)" but he does not explore the original determinant 
of that conception. Geiger (1950) asserts that ''values 
are the outcome of choices. Before a value can emerge, 
a process of evaluation is required (p. 9)." Voss (1968) 
believes that "crucial to the identification process, 
crucial to the learning process itself, is the individual's 
perception and awareness of that situation (p. 7) .n 
Carl Rogers(l964) discusses the definition of 
values as set forth by Charles Morris: (1) operative, 
which concentrates upon behaviors; (2) conceived, which 
places the emphasis upon preferences; and (3) objective, 
which refers to that which is objectively preferable. 
Rogers prefers the notion of conceived values, that is 
those values learned from others, rather thah the operative 
ones. He states that: 
The individual learns from others a large number 
of conceived values and adopts them as his own primari-
ly in the family setting when he internalizes the 
value system of adults. The majority of his values 
are introjected from other individuals or groups 
significant to him, but are regarded by him as his 
own. Th e criterion by which his values are set is 
the degree to which they will cause him to be l oved 
accepted or esteemed ( pp. 161-162). 
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Ro ger's primary theory is that an individual's values 
are the result of his experiencing a nd that this perceived 
experi encing determines his values. Rokeach (1970) says 
that values are like beliefs in that they "may be 
consciously conce ~_ved or unconsciously held, and must be 
inferred from what a person says or does (p. 12~)." 
In an attempt to explain how values are related 
to beliefs, attitudes, and behavior Rokeach (1974) believes 
that whereas a person may hold tens of thousands of · beli e fs, 
and thousands of attitudes, the number of values is quite 
small. He concludes that a value has transcendent qual-
ities, guiding actions, attitudes, judgements, and com-
parisons across specific objects and s-ituations and beyond 
irr@ediate goals to more ultimate goals. They are deter-
minants of attitudes as well as behavior (Kitwood and 
Smithers, 1975). 
For the purpose o~ this research the development 
o f va lue s h as b e en considered to help explain the present 
need for a basic understanding of values and the valuing 
process. Sin~e this investigation is dealing with values 
as a key variable it presupposes a definition of the term. 
But the i nabili t y cf researche rs in psychology as we ll 
a s in o "c h (~ :' r ·::: 2. at e c3 f j _ e l d s +~ 0 a r r i v e a t a. c on s ens us o f 
opinion concerning its techni ca l d efinit i o n i s evident 
o. :'ter r '-~J.cl :i.ng t,t~ e volurn j_no\J_s and o f ten vagu e &nd difu se 
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literature. In the review of literature the writer found 
the concept of value s to be so broad and often including 
so many behaviors that it is difficult to set forth a 
definition which is satisfactory to everyone. Perhaps 
this accounts for the current dispute over the process of 
value transmission, clarification and communication. The 
definition used in this research will be: 
An enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct 
or end-state of existence is personally and socially 
preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct 
or end-state of existence (Rokeach, 1974, p. 5). 
Operationally defined, values as conceived will be 
represented and interpreted by the reactions to the items 
on the Values Survey for Parents (Witty,l978) and Study of 
Values (Allport, Vernon, Lindzey, 1960). 
THE ROLE OF THE PARENT AS VALUE INFLUENCER, COMMUNICATOR 
AND TRANSMITTER, AND NEED FOR PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION 
AND CLARIFICATION OF VALUES 
Mo st psychologists have assumed, since Freud, that 
the parent is the primary and crucial influencer of values 
in the child's developmental process (Bronfenbrenner,l960; 
Hoffman, 1 97 1). The early familial environment, especially 
the pervading parental attitude or emotional tone of the 
parent-child relationship, is a fundamental factor in-
fluencing the development of personality (Voss, 1968). 
Parental Role in Values 
Development 
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Sor~;:!_a.1 ~sy~..:!":tc1o gi ~~t~:; gene r a.11y ho l d tha t parents p lay a 
slgn :i. f'lcan. t r;.:; . .i_ ~-:' ln the fc rTnatio1~t of the chil d ' s beliefs 
and v a 1 ues . Go:t:don /i.ll port ( 195 Ll) st ress ed the imp ortc.nc e 
of one 1 s fam1ly in creating a condj_tion which f osters the 
development of a value system. Al:lport used the ident~_-· 
fi.cat:lon construct to describe t he degree of c loseness a 
child feels toward his parents and hi s family. From this 
point of view Allport concluded that t o the degree the 
c h i 1d j_dentti'=Led with h i s parents value s was depend e nt 
upon the de gree of c l oseness wi t h parents and fam i ly . Later 
Cooper ~nd Blair (1959) also found evi dence that supported 
t .he j_ r hypo the ::; j_ s that the chi l d ' s eva 1 u_ at i o r:t of hi s parent 
affec t2d tl1e degree of simi larj_t y of values syste~s bet~~en 
paren.t Et.nd c r·1 ild . 3inc e then other studies have i nvest i-· 
ga.t ed th.e relationsh1p of famili a l determina nts and the 
pers c;nc:l J 1 ty correlates of moral b e hav ior and values ( Grj __ ncler, 
J. 96 2 ; St:. :-lT's . ~ Ha u, and Alpert, 1965-; Hoffman and Saltzst e in, 
1967; Haan , Smith , and Block, 1968 ; and Rutherford and 
Mussen, 1968; Harris , Keasey, Mussen, Rutherford , 197 0). 
One of Pre\JG 1 s (1921) major contribut ions was tbe 
de f:L n :U:. 5. on of icl e n t 1 f1c a t j_on as a process of cult ural 
transn~:ission of val. u es from parent to child . Throug h 
icl cnt~_f'·i_cat:l 0 ~1 wj_th parents, particularly with the parent 
of the s2~e sex, the child was considered to introject) 
o~" Jnc o:;.~pcrate :i.nto itself , the tast e s, r·ul es_, and sen ::.:ic 
o f' v ct ~- l). t"; ::: o f t h c.: p :::~ r E.· n t s ( H o f fm an , 1 9 7 J a ; l'llC) :r t i me .r , J ~?'7 ~; ) . 
Studies of the relationship between child-
rearing practices and values development, generally 
conceptualized in terms of 3ocial learning theory, 
suggest that parental nurturance, affection, and the 
use of explanation and reasoning (rather than threats 
of physical or material punishments) are associated 
with advanced values development (Harris, Keasey, Mussen, 
Rutherford, 1970; Hoffman,l970). Such findings may be 
interpreted as supportive of the hypothesis that the 
acquisition of values is, at least in part, a product 
of developmental identification, that is, that the child, 
motivated by positive feelings and affection toward his 
parents (models), adopts their values and conduct(Scheibe, 
1970; Harris et al., 1970; Fry, 1975). Furthermore 
Fry suggests: 
A close positive parental identification is likely 
to foster high moral development and judgment because 
the child begins at an early age to internalize the 
moral values and standards of his parents and to es~~ 
blish his own values (p . 476) . 
According to Whiteman (1973) the survey of liter-
ature indicated strongly that the fundamental structure 
of the child's beliefs and values is based upon the 
experience of his earlier relationships. There is admitted 
peer influenc e, but this is considered as peripheral. The 
basic belief system that the child develops in the family 
atmosphere remains with him until adulthood. There is 
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evidenc e to s upport the pr op osal t hat the beliefs and 
values in the child's life originat e from the emotions 
and fears arising from his relationship with his parents 
(Trestor1, Whiteman, Florent, 1975; Peck and Havighurst, 
1960; Godin and Hallez, 1964). Whiteman (1973) hypothe-
sjzed tbat a consistent, war'm, accepting, interpersonal 
relationship creates the climate in which positive, 
social beliefs and values develop. 
James Garbarino (1976) beginning with the premise 
that the family is the principle educator of values 
offers two processes through which parents communicate 
their values: 
'I'he first process is that of modeling. Fam11ies 
provide a basis on which child•_·en can learn about 
h.uwan relations by direct1y or vicariou:sly experience 
love , reason, anger) language, power, and other 
primary characteristics of human beings. In the 
second process, interaction style, families directly 
shape the child's learning by initiating and -main-
taining effective relationships or by fail ing to do 
so. These relationships lead to learning important 
cognitive and affective skills, and they foster good 
prosocial values and characteristics (p.67). 
Children are more likely to accept the v a lues of 
their parents when basic psychological needs are met. 
Horrocks (1962) identified some of these needs. He list ed 
acceptance , achievement, recognition, affection, and 
belong ingness as primary needs. Blood and D'Ange lo (1974) 
stat ed : 'iit appears that parents who recognize the adol-
escents right to self-expression and dissent are demonst-
rat i.ng a. form of acceptance ( p . 4 9 0) :' Coopersmi th 's 
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(1967) fin d lngs sugges ts that ch1ld r en who are happy 
and enjoy high self-esteem have parents who r espect th e i r 
ideas and judgments. Lasseigne,(l975) and Mitchell, (1975) 
agree that as the child is gradually independent of his 
parents an d increasing influenced by the peer group he 
will not reject the parents values if the parents helped 
the child to internalize the values when he was young . 
Several studies agree that the parents are . the 
most important source for the child's development of a 
value system yet are passing that responsibility on to 
other institutions other than the family (Shorter, 1976; 
Lewis,l9'75; \Vesting, 1977; Spack, 1974, 1975; Hunsberger , 
19 7 0 ) . 'l1r est on e t a l . ( 19 7 5 ) comment on the s c h o o 1 ' s r C' l e 
in values development, "The school's influence on the 
belief and value systems of the child and its assistance 
in d eve loping his sense of social responsibility is no t 
supported by research (p. 60). Current literature indicates 
that only where an institution c6uld provide a warm 
atmo sphere of the order found in a healthy home environment 
could it hope to have a real impact on the personality 
development of the child (Treston et al. 1975; Rich, 1976) 
Much is being written about the changing role of 
the family and parents in particular upon the value develop -
ment of the child. Adamek and Yost (1974) write: 
Amer5_can soc5ety has been cha.rac.ter1zed by rapid 
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social change. 1I'raditional v a 1ue s and att i t ud e s a pp ear· 
to be challenged and discarded at an ever-increasing 
pace. T'hts seems t o b e part j_cularly t rue of a ttitudes 
r egarding various asp e cts of the famili a l institution 
(p. 115). 
Farb e r (1964) has addr es sed the quest ion of change in 
family culture and the n a ture of family int e raction in 
some detail . He suggests that in order for, the "orderly 
r e placementn of family culture to occur from one generation 
to the next cert~ain cond:i.tions must be met. Primarily 
Farb e r views the nature of the interaction between parents 
and sh1ldl'en as crucial in accounting for s tability or 
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change in family culture . As a result of their research 
Ademek and Yost (1974) point out: 
Attitudes toward the familial institution are 
related most directly to the nature of the interaction 
between parents and children in the l a tt e r's family 
of orientation. They furth e r indicate (their data) 
that radical attitude s towar d the familial institution 
are most likely to develop wh e n parents who themselves 
have fairly convent ional at ti tud e s fa i l to effectively 
socialize their children. Th e p a rents of such ·students 
themselves lacked agreement on important values~ both 
a s these affec t .ed their own Jives:; and t h ose of their 
children ( they di d not agr ee o n what their child 's life 
goals should be). Hence the y f a iled to present ... to 
their children a consistent s et of v alue s and norms 
(pp. 120-121) 
Althou.gh there are alterna tives or var i ants o f the traditional 
f amilial institution,va lues are mo st effe ct i vely communicated 
whe~ parent are no t a mbi valen t about serving as mode ls 
for value deve l opment (Al exander , Eid u son , Cohen, 1973; 
Eiduson, l 9 '( 1t). Cohen ( 197 5) st:r' e sses the j_mp o.rt a n c e of 
p a r e nts a cc cp t:i ng the respons ibilit y of pres ent ing their 
~al ues to thei~ children and to do that effectively they 
lY1US"!~ ha \7 ~ COnsidered What they in . f a ct do bel]_eve and V-alue: 
It is time, therefore, that adults struggle to sort 
cut~ the1r values so as to give el1ildren a sense of, 
dir ection that is positive about human capacity -
soci a lly productive, and emotionally fulfilling -
or the nation as a whole will bear the consequenc es 
of the increasing unhappiness and dissatisfaction 
with life that must surely follow (p. 4) . 
Identificat i o~ of Values 
Our society has undergone, and continues to under-
go, tremendous upheavals regarding values and reevaluations 
of what we consider "good" (I"latson, 1974). The resulting 
confusion makes examination of values and their develop-
ment not only timely but necessary. Westing (1977): 
Today we have moved from a society with the 
acknowledged reality of moral absolutes to a society 
with a value system built on relativism and tot a l 
autoncmy-do your own thing-it has become more 
imperative than ever that we now concentrate on the 
process of value building (p. 31). 
Dani e l IVi i c h e. lak (19'70) suggests: 
Man needs a structure that aids him in making 
judgeme n t s about knowledge which are not so imper-
sonal. What is truly needed, then , j_s a str-ucture 
fer clarifying v a lues that can be used in man's 
quest fo r· s olvin g problems of science or society~ 
We need to look more clos e ly at the role of values 
a.nd. tl'-:c i r c l a rific a tion . a s only one, but significant 
o f' JW?,ny ·H&ys f <Yt-. impro'Ji~1 g h u man re lations and under -
stand ing. Knowl edg e wi thout value s is sense less. 
~nde~sLanJ ing based on value clar i f icatio n i s p ric e-
~ (·' ( ' ' ..:, ( y ·, r, . -; t] (; - .1 :Q 1 'l 
-- - · ,.) ~ ' !:-' 1 ·' • j _ '-' . L ' . ) • 
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of the many purposes served by human values and makes the 
observation that: 
In our society we do a relatively poor job of 
helping people comprehend the etiology of their own 
behavior. Many people do not realize how values affect 
and are in turn affected by the processes of thinking, 
feeling, and behaving. Greater awareness of these 
factors is imperative (p. 269). 
We all hold certain values, yet we seldom critically 
analyze why we value something, how we got to value it, or 
whether we should consider changing our values (Matson, 
1974). A discussion of values should begin with the 
need for conscious awareness of the values we hold and 
the i mportance of the ordering of those values from the 
most important to l~ast important. According to Matson 
(1974): 
I see one of our basic roles as ... parents, and 
responsible adults to be that of guiding ... in the 
process of values awareness. We must also, from time 
to time, reexamine and reevaluate our own value 
systems, to - come closer to being what we want young 
people to be - self-actualizing individual s who have 
clearer perceptions of reality and who are open to 
persons and experiences (p. 38). 
Values Clarification 
A relatively recent development in the discussion 
of value theory is the approach called Values Clarification. 
The term value s clarification was first used by Louis 
Raths (1966) while he taught at New York University during 
the late fifties. Working from John Dewey's book, Theory 
of Valuation (1939) , Rath refined Dewey's ideas and created 
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values clarification strategies (Simon and deSherbin, 1975). 
More recently Sidney Simon (1972) and Values Associates 
have assumed the role of leadership in this aoproach. Ruiz 
(1974) discusses the relationship between values clarifi-
cation and parent education: 
The value clarification process as developed by 
Sidney Simon receives significant emphasis so that 
parents can be6ome aware of the value differences 
which exist between the generation of their children 
and that which they have internalized as a result of 
their own childhood, adolescent, and adult experiences. 
The valuing process is analyzed in detail to help 
parents cope with real and imagined frustrations in 
regard to the human needs projected by their offspring 
and those which they are trying to teach their child-
ren (pp. 115-116). 
Rath, Harmin and Simon (1966) define value formation and 
describe the valuing process in their book Values and 
Teaching. They conclude that people must be able to 
choose freely, must prize and cherish their choices and 
must act upon those choices, if they are to internalize 
value5. Simon (1973) 5tated briefly his theory of value5 
development: 
We use the word "valuing" at the center of our 
work. And we define values clarification as a 
system for teaching the process of valuing (p .40). 
Values Clarification is primarily designed and incorporated 
in the classroom as a means of values education but Simon 
and deSherbinin (1975) state: 
Values start at home. Family work with values 
is becoming one of the major directions in values 
clarification and should continue into the future. 
It ( a future work on values clarification and the 
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family) is des i gned to help _par ents help their 
childr~2n choose from among tl1E' staggering array of 
choices they must make in the:::.r li.ves today (p. 683). 
Vance ( 1974) and others have studi0d the effects of Values 
Clari fication and have concluded p~::;ople do become more 
aware of their own values and more sensitive to the values 
of ethers. Liles (1974) and Stewart (1975) agree that 
the Values Clarification approach is a step in the right 
direction yet point out that this "process" oriented 
approach is inadequate , and possibly dangerous because 
of its basic moral relativism. Simon et al. (1972) see 
values as relative and do not accept the possibility bf 
an absolute standard by which valu~ experiences are 
compared. Liles observes : 
The majority of Simon's ~alue clarification 
strategies involve open-ended choice making and it 
seems unlikely that this approach to teaching values 
will result-in a youngster conditioned for life to 
obey without understanding the rules which expr~ss 
the norms of society . We all know that our society 
expects children to be honest arid responsible long 
before they are capable of understanding the rational 
reasons for do ing so. It follows that parents and 
other adults must use non-rational means for condi-
tionin g children to be honest and responsible. A 
simp} -.:; illustration would be the parent vJho condi-
tions a three-year old to get a thrill out of paying 
at the check-out counter for the candy the child may 
Gasually pick up i n almost any store. In the area -
of moral values we aspire to heJp our children be-
come self-disciplined adults : What is self-discipline? 
It c 0nsi.st s of rational assent to the norms of socie ty. 
It also consists of that type of understanding of 
moral principles which guides a per son in the humane 
practice of a principle like the moral requirement for 
honesty or truthfulness. Psychologists tells us that 
it js impossibl e to use conditioning strat egies to 
d e velop norm- assent based on understanding . Simple 
J_o g :i.c tells us th_at 1t is unli.kely that vre can produce 
rat i ona l assent to values li ke hones t y .snd resnon -
s ibil i ty wh e n we u t i l i z e onl y the types of n on- r a tiona l 
c ond itioninp_· s t r a t Pg ies which ma ny pare n t s r e sort 
to wh e n they b egin the p roc es s of i nst illing the 
value s of o ur soci e ty into the ir yo ung children. We 
know t ha t while conditioning strat eg ie s c an be used 
to train ~ child not to take c a ndy without p a ying, 
cond 1tioning a l on e can never result in an adult who 
r e fr a ins f rom s t e aling because he underst a nds the 
rational reason why society prohibits theft. How 
should one go a b out teaching values like hon e sty and 
respons1bility? If one uses non...,.rational strategies 
... one may not be contributj_ng to the attainme nt of 
t~e u l timat e soci a l goal (pp.296-298). 
Another appro~ch, the Cognitive -Developmental 
Approach , or Moral Education , is set forth by Lawrence 
Kohlberg, a Harvard Psychologist. In response to Values 
Clarification Kohlberg (1975) says: 
Values Clarification takes the first step implied 
by a ratiohal approach to moral education: the elic-
iting of the child's own jUdgment or opinion about 
issues or situations in which values conflict, rather 
than imposing the teacher's opinion on him. Values 
clarification, however does not attempt to go further 
t l1an e lici t ing a1varene ss of values; it is assume d t hat 
becoming self-aware about one's values is an end in 
itself. Fundamentally, the definition of the end of 
values education as self-awareness derives from a 
belief in ethical relativity held by many value-
clari f iers ( p. 673). 
Some of the mo st striking differences between the 
v alues o f adu l ts a n d thos e of children a r e moral differen ce s . 
Kohl L> erg ( 1972) bt=?:li eves t hat ch]_ldren like parent s h a v e 
t he i r own way s o f t hinking ab o u t values, so the c orrect way 
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to vi c.:: w a chi J. d i s a 11 m or a 1 phi 1 o sop her " . By that he 
implies that cl1ildren spon t aneously formulate moral ideas 
which for'm or:;;a niz e d patternB of t~hought. Among other 
implications for the parent, this supposition suggests that 
if the child is a moral philosopher, then the parent 
must be also. More spE:e1f1cally, the parent must cor!sider 
the moral implications of his or her own actions and values, 
and b e yond that, seek to understand both the child's 
thinking and the moral meaning the child sees in th~ 
parent's actions . Kohlber'g suggests there ar·e seven stages 
in values development toward moral reasoning. The first 
stages form the preconventional level of moral thinking; 
stages three and four comprise the conventional level; 
and stages five and six comprise the postconventional 
level (Kohlberg, 1972). He then concludes that the task 
of the parent is to facilitate the child's development 
from :t:ndividual values to a value system resulttng in moral 
reasoning and moral judgments. Scheibe (1970) supports 
this theory and approach of value acquisition insisting 
that values are not truly acquired until they are trans-
formed into personal convictions or more specifically, 
moral development. He states: 
A c hild may simp l y a dopt as his moral s tandards 
the rule s g i ven to him b y the cmrnnanding adults in 
nls presence , but later he will probably re3. lj_ze t h a t 
mor e thaE one set of s uch rules exist. f;_t tha t poj_nt 
1~ 2 
the necessity of making choices among values emerges 
and the child begins to make moral judgments (p.98). 
Maddock (1972) emphasized the need for parents to have a 
clear understanding of their value system which ''is in 
line with one's philosophy of life (p. 301)!' The child's 
parents are the most significant values influencer and 
actually establish the basis upon which all moral devel-
opment will occur: 
The conditioning of primary values is most effective 
when the behavior and feelings upon which it is based 
are consistent and are communicated directly and 
unambiguously from adult to child. This is why a sense 
of security-and the capacity to trust others to provide 
this security-makes possible active identification 
with the adult world. It is the foundation upon which 
all later morality is constructed (p.294). 
Need for Value Clarification 
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The review of literature tends to support the idea of 
the need for parents to know and understand their beliefs 
and values and be able to clearly communicate their values 
to their children. Guerney, Guerney, and Stover, (1972) 
set forth the conditions to accomplish this task: 
First, the parents are reasonably attuned to the 
demands which society will place upon their child as 
he grows older. Second, the parents have child-rearing 
goals such that they will not unwittingly attempt to 
build into the child strongly self-contradictory 
p ersonal needs and goals. Third, the parents have 
s uf ficient knowledge and skill as teachers or educa-
tor~ to enable them to have much more success than 
failure in implementing their child-rearing goals, 
while at the same time maintaining the good will, 
respect, and affection of the child (p. 276). 
From the res earch and literature re~iewed, parents 
are searching for family life education, ie ., parenting 
classes to enable them to be more effective in the parenting 
roles (Gordon , 1970; Crosby, 1971; Larson, 1972; Spoon and 
Southwick, 1972; Benson, Berger, and Mease, 1975; Satir, 
1975; Schmitz, 1975; Allen, 1976; Narramore, 1976). 
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This parental need for clarifying their values as individuals 
and as a family is clearly summarized by Libby, Acock , and 
Payne , ( 19 7 4 ) : 
Many parents have a strong and sincere interest in 
socializing adolescents in such a way that they acquire 
what the parent regards as "correct" moral values, and 
many parents are interested in gaining professional 
help to accomplish this task (p. 73). 
The next section reviews Parent Effectiveness Training 
as a possible parent training program to meet the above 
stated task. 
PARENT EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING PHILOSOPHY, VALUES AND PROCESS 
PET is a special kind of parent education because 
it is a parent centered approach, involving parent train-
ing rather than the child, in that the focus is directed 
toward changing or influencing the parents values and 
behaviors, as the significant way of changing the parent -
child relationship (Gordon, 1970). The program employs an 
i ntegrative approach to accomplish a change in values and 
behavior ( Schmitz, 1975 ) . PET,built on the concepts of 
huma~istic p s yco logy which presupposes the intrinsic value 
of the personal, places the responsibility upon the parent 
to provide an environment of v..rarmth; acceptance and disci.-
pline that will foster gro"·Jth and development for both 
parent and child (Gordon, 1970, Fj_ne, 1975, Stern, 1970) 
PET is a workshop type of educational experience designed 
to facilitate a change in parenta~ values and attitudes 
as well as tea.ch specific skills and methods for imple-
menting those values and attitudes in their relationst ip 
with their children (Laube ·and Carnes, 1975). Therefore 
PET is a method oriented rather than a solution orient ed 
approach to parent education with skills taught ·that ass ist 
parents in learning listening and speaking skills, helping 
them clarify some of their personal·and child-rearing 
values while recognizing ways they may faci litate in the 
values development of their children and learning effective 
problem-solving and values-conflict skills (Hanley, 1973, 
Gaulke, 1975, Gordon, 1970). 
Facilitative Skills 
The listening skills taught involve a non-eval-
ua.tive, fa cilj_tative kind of verbal and non-verba l re -
cpu~·ldj_n r:; ec:pecially to the child wi.th concerns and emotional 
needs, \rJj_th an emp h as is on the use of active listening or 
r·eflf'ctton of feelings skills which above all communicate 
the parents accepta~ce of the child regardless of the un-
acceptab l e behavior (Gordon , 1975 , 1976). Parents a r e 
t aught t h a. t th e re a.r e i n effective ways of communicating 
with th e chj_ld that· convey non-acc ep tanc e , d isrespec t 
for the ne eds and f eel ings of the child, reject the values 
of the child and · result in a communication block (Gordon, 
1970). Becoming more ac cepting of the child and his 
b e havi.or> i:nvolyes eithe r the parent modify himself, a.ccept 
the behavior, or modifying the environment, or influencing 
the child to modify his una8ceptable behavior (Gordon, 
1970). 
Confront ive Skill 
Influencing the child to modify his unacceptable 
behavior is the confrontive skill. Parents are trained 
to identify ',\lho owns the problem. If the child o-wns the 
problem then a facilative or listening skill is used, but 
when the parent own~ the problem, that is the behavior of 
the child is unacceptable and the parent can n ot or will 
not change or modify himself or his environment , then a 
confrontive skill is used. Confrcnting the child involves 
the use of iii" messages as opposed to "you" messages. The 
c omponent e1 c~ments of the confrontation or "I" mecsage 
are : ( ]_) non -· blameful d2s cription o f the child ' s un-
ac (:epta1J1e behavior , ( 2 ) an awareness and a congruent 
exp :cess i on of par,enta1 f e e ling , and ( 3) a communj_cation 
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b•;Lo.1i(;r un tLe par(;nt (Gordon , 1970, 1975, :.976). rr11e 
con.frontive sk:j_ll when co:crectly and effectively used 
~/1' j ll en Fen c~ e n .3- hT i 11 i. n g n e s s on t he par-t:; c f t t . e c hi l d t o 
cha~ge, is low risk in that it will nut have a negative 
effect en ~he self···esteem of the child,and v.rill not hurt 
tl1e pal" en t-ch:i. ld :re l at i onshi.p (Gordon_, 197 5, 197 6) . 
When parental efforts are not successful in 
becoming more accepting of the child's behavior and - the 
child is unwilling to change the unacceptable behavior 
then the relationship has a problem involving a conflict 
of needs. 
£~:-~?.Ql-~!}~ ___ e ~--1-~=0!_g_§_}( 1 l-_1-
Method III 
rl,he third major skiJ.l of the _;~~T program 
~l n v o l ~~~ ... e s the use of a pro b 1 e:n- solving s k 1 11 or IVI e tho d 
III, t:!'-:2 " n o-lose" Or' democra1,:;j_c method of resolving 
i~terpersonal conflicts. This involves a precess of 
r.F;.tual l s defining the p roblem and needs in the parent-
child conflict, then mL~tually generating and evs.:l uating 
p o s ~:; i b l e s o 1 u t ion s and e h o o s 1 ng and imp 1 erne n t j_ n g a 
mutually acceutac1e ;::,cJ.ut:;i on wl~ere both needs of the 
paren t ;:i;~cl cb.i ld Pe cv ~ll1JE1. t e the mutual ly ac c;e~)t. cd solution 
tc see tf it is st~. 1 . i 8cceptable a0d .work ing f~r both of 
t h e;'i l ( Go:cdon , 1975). This p .-coblF.;m-solving at.)jJroach to re-
solving confli~t of needs is cons idered to b e more effective 
and 1ess destY·uctive to the parent-child relationship . 
is J.c:::;s clesir'able because it limits the po.ss:lbility that 
the child will be open to hear and accept the values of 
the parent . rrhe use of power in a relat :1. onship carries 
certaJ.n consequences and the parent must recognize and 
consider the act ion in light of the relat.ionship and the 
be havior (All en , 1976). 
_Permis s ive Appr?_§._ch_.-_: __ _!v1~-~J.~9j. __ II. This approach 
is generally considered to be undesirable because it does 
not meet the needs of the parent or of the child (Gordon,_ 
19'('0). At the St. Lou:i.s Effectiveness Tr·a1.:Ling Convent ion 
Pozdol (1976) in his presentation stated : 
Recently Howie Kirschenbaum expanded the concep-
tion of the valuing process to include five dimensions 
which incJude thinking, feeling, choosing, comrm;_nicating 
a:r!.d_ a ,::ting. When presentJ.ng his ideas, Kirschenbaum 
j_Jentifies vii th rrom Gordon and the E'T skil ls as 
essent ial t() the prot;ess of corn..rnunicating as it relates 
to values clarification. When one thinks about the 
other dj_me.lS ions of VC , you can ' t help but conclu.de 
act1ve l1stening_, 1 .. -m~ssages, and l\1ethod III play an 
important part in help ing oth e rs to d e al with feelings , 
:r~ak e choir;es and act in a 1d2Y which meets one's own 
needs while consider ing the needs of others. ET skills 
are a vPry important componen~ of the valuing process 
( :~; . 1 ) . 
The communication and p roblem-solving skills 
f oster and encourage a closer pare nt-child relationship 
and increase the possibility for the c bild to accept the 
values of the p a rents (Gordon, 1970). When communication 
and problem-solv ing skills are not sufficient in r esolving 
a conflict, it is not a conflict of needs, but a conflict 
or collision of values (Gordon, 1970; Gaulke, 1975). 
Ir.:._flu enc ing and Acceptance Ski lls 
The area of values collision involves parental 
non-acceptance of the behavior of the child where the child 
is not convinced his behavior has a tangible effect on the 
parent a~d is not, therefore, motivated to mod ify his behaviorr 
Some unacceptable behaviors will have tangible effects on 
the parent which the child can recognize and accept when 
confronted. However, when the child is unable to see any 
ta?gible effect on the parent, and when the value behind the 
child's behavior is very strong , it is usually impossible 
to motivate a change out of cons :i derat ion for the parent's 
feeling alone . Skills employed by the parent here are : 
modeling the desired behavior, learning to be an effecti~e 
cons t:lltan t to the child:~ learning to modify or change h.is 
own values, and le a rn to accept ~h.at cannot be chang ed 
( Gc·rj u~--l _, l 9 '7 CJ; • P,::tren t s are taught h ow to a '/Oid attempts 
at contr-·clling thc:: behavior of the child that does not 
tangib ly or concre tely interfere with the parents meettng 
of their O'V'ln n e eds . Parents are t :::tught reinforcing skJ1ls 
and influencing skills to enable them to be better commun-
icators of their values. Values a~e taught most effectively 
when there is no conflict of needs or values. The parents 
are urged and gu ided in clarifying their own va1ues so they 
might be more effective in transmittJng their values to 
their children (Allen, 1976). 
In summary, PET is a parent education program that 
emphaizes the need for parents to learn how to more effec-
tively communicate with thei:c children, resolve conflicts 
of needs and values so that their ~hiJdren will become 
"more open to parents' ideas and v E=t lues" (Gordon, 1970). 
In a :T'eview of research related direct1y to r homa s 
Gordon's training program for parents no study ha s been 
conducted to measure the effect of PET on the value~ of 
parents. There has been research to ~upport the thesis 
that PET do e s in fact significantly improve parent-child 
relationship 2 (Larson , 1970; Stearn, 1971; Lillibridge, 
1971; Peterson, 1971; Garcia, 1971; Haynes, 1972; Hanley , 
1973; l'~ndeline, 1975; Schmitz, 1975; Steck, 1975). 
SUMMARY 
1The scc nnd chapter reviewed the relevant litPr3.t 1.l.re 
and research that pertains to the study .. Chapter 2 w-8s 
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divided into three main sections, (1) The development 
of a psychology of values, (2) The role of p a r en t as value 
influencer, communicator, and transmitter, and need for 
personal identification and clarification of values, (3) 
Parent Effectiveness Training philosophy, values, and 
process. 
It was suggested in the review o~ _ the literature a~d 
rese~rch in the development of a psychology of values 
that v2lue theory has become a recent interest and that 
there is an ever increasing need for clarifying and defining 
the terms (Rokeach, 1970). Rokeach (1974) has defined 
a value as: 
An enduring belief that a specific mode of conduct 
or end-state of existence is personally anrt socially 
preferable to an opposite or converse mode of conduct 
or end-state of existence (p.5). 
For the purpose of this research the development of values 
has been considered to help explain the present need for an 
understanding of values and the valuing process. This i s 
especially true for parents who want to clearly communicate 
their values to their children. Several studies agree that 
the parents are the most important and influential source 
for the development of values yet ar e no t accep t ing the 
I''? >::· [:l)i.1 .3i b 11 iT~ y . Inc r e2.s ingly t:1e s c;hoo l is a::; s undng this 
role ~ raditi0~ally held by the parents. Parents r espond 
with a plea for professiona l assistance in the parenting 
process . Une 0uch parent education program be1ng offered 
to af_;sist parents is Pa~,ent Eff~~~-~--~~~~~~-~-~ Train in~ by Thomas 
Gordon. PET through the use of a variety of pedagogical 
methods such as lectures, role p laying, discussions, 
r ead j_ngs, d emonstrations, coaching and prac.tice of skills, 
he l p parents learn how to be more ef fective in their 
communication with their children, resolve conflicts of 
needs and values and thus more effectively communicate 
their values (Gordon, 1970). Since there has been no 
repcrted r esearch to determj_ne if _?ET does in fact change 
or modify p&rent's values, this study was rlesigned to 
proVide some information relative to t~e degr~e of 
effectiveness of the program. 
THE DESI CH,J AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
This study investigated the effectiveness of PET 
with parents for the purpose of influencing the persona~ 
and child-rearing values that may affect t heir child-
rearing practi~es . Four PET classes in three California 
communities participated in the study as the experimental 
group . A control group , parents not participating in 
PET training ,was established in another cormnun ity. The 
Value Survey for Parents (VSP} and the Study of Values 
(SO '-l) v.rere the ·Lnstruments selected to meas:1re the 
parents chi1d-::eear in g values, (the VSP), and personal 
values, (the SOV ). 
'The following sec: t ~- ons concern the de:: sign and 
procedure of this investigation. The section s are: (1) 
the setting Of the study, ( 2) s~mpl e desc~iption, 
(3) ~1strumentation , (4) treatment descriptio~ and data 
collection, (5) research hypotheses, (6) r esearch 
(lesj_gns and s-satistical procedures and (8 ) s ummar·y. 
SETTING OF THE STUDY 
Four PE'P c.Lasses tau ght by four instructors in 
t~ire e ;~C:' pa, :ra t e ;-:::.~~l:L f orn i a cor;nr:;n :lties serve c~ ;:::.s l~he 
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'T h t-.~ i' :i_ r ;3 t _I· E 1~ c 1 a_ s s in Co n c or c-1 , C a 1 i f or n i a. w a s t aug l'l t by 
a fq J.]-tj_me FE'l, Ins t ruc t or a n d ha.d a n e n r o1lment o f e i g ht 
A:i t .hough e .i ght parents volunt e e r ed to partj_ci-
p a t e i n the st udy, only six completed the training program . 
Thi s c~ la ss wa.s taught in the Community Room of l\1t. Diablo 
Hosp i ta l in Concord, a suburban community in tbe San 
Fran cisco Bay Area . 
The s e c o nd PET class conducted in San Francisco 
h a d an enroll r;1ent of twelve parents . Participation in the 
study b y t he i n s tructor was invited but not urged and two 
par e nts volunt ee r e d . This class was taught in the Salvation 
Army Eu ildj_n g in the Mission District of San Francisco . 
.A third PET class also conducted in San Francisco 
had t wenty-two parents enrolled and sixteen volunteered to 
par t icip a t e in the study. Of those that volunteered for 
the :st tJcly only nine completed the training. This class 
was h e l~ in t h e Catholic Social Services facilities in the 
Sunset Di s tri ct of Sa~ F r a n c isc o . 
The fo urth PET class , . formed in Sacramehto , h a d an 
enr ol j_; ne nt of nine parents and all nine volunteered to 
par t icip ate in the study. Six paren ts compl e ted the PET 
c c urse of st u o,y and w·ere i n cluded in this r·ese a rch . This 
class in 3~crnDcnto was t au g ht in t he i ns t r uctor' s h ome 
in Moc1 (~ ~-)to , Ca J_ i for n .ia. Th1rty parents from the Ce nt e n a ry 
Methodist Church Young Adult Class were contacted regarding 
participation in the study . All thirty .parents volunteered 
to participate in the control group. 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION 
Each PET instructor was contacted via telephone by 
the investigator about the possibility of participation in 
the s tudy. All four instructors volunteered their PET 
classes to serve as the experimental gr~up for this study. 
The pa~ent s who participated in the study were enrolled in 
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the fonr PET cl.asses in Concord, San Fra.nc.i.sco ~ and Sacramento. 
Two classes, one in San Francisco's Sunset District 
and one in Concord, were conducted in the standardized 
approach which consisted of twenty-four hours of inBtruc-
tion divided into three hour classes over an eight week time 
span. The Mi ssion District class in San Francisco had eight 
s e s s i o r-1 s o f t hr e e h o u. r s i r1 a. seven Vie e k t i me span . 
The class in Sacramento was conducted in two week-
ends (.Saturday and Sunday) two weeks apart . Each week-end 
c on s is ted of twelve hours of instruction resulting in the 
r c:q uLrc:' e..1 standard of twent y- fo ur hourz:; of i .n s t ruct ion. 
T's b 1 ::; .:;_, page 5 6 , conta:in s a c o mD le t e bre akdown of the e xp e ri-
i. n s t r.., u c t o r s , d a ~ e s c 1 ~:1- :3 ~~ ·:: s t s. u e; h t , c l a s s 
~PABLE J. 
~XPERIMENTAL GROUP LOCATIONS , CLASS TIME SPAN, I NSTRUCTORS, 
CI.ASS SI ZE , NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING PARENTS AND TIME 
I NTERV AL BETWEEN PRETEST AND POSTTEST 
. --- ·--·-···  ---~----·--¥··~- ----
---·· ·----·--··-----·-·-·- - ----- -· 
1 nst ..c1Jt~tor Cl ass Time Span 
··------- ---·-·-- - -----------· 
i~:XP FH I~1EN'rAL GROUP: 
.. ---·-·-- ---- . 
Concord , Cal ifornia 
San Francisc o, Calif. 
( Mis sion Di strict) 
San Franc isc o, Calif. 
( Sunset Dis trict ) 
Sac rament o, Calif. 
CONTROL GROUP: 
Mode sto , California 
Sept.21 - ·Nov. 9, 1977 
Nov. 7 - Dec. 23, 1977 
Nov. 1 - Dec. 20, 1977 
April 8 - 22, 1978 
Nov.2, 1977- Jan.ll, 
1978 
Ins t ructor 
Bill Hearon 8 
Land \IJ e i s me h 1 12 
Ruth Sondhous 22 
Bob Hall 9 
Investigator 30 
_________ ..._ _____ _ _____________ _ 
:N 0. 0 f 'Itrn r:; 
Vol . Int er'Ja. l 
6 8 ;\l eek s 
2 7 weeks 
9 8 we eks 
6 2 weeks 
30 10 weeks 
-------------------------·- ----------
Ul 
0\ 
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rl1he control g roup 0 .~· th.irty young adu.l t parents 
in Modesto , California we r e admjnistered the pretest , 
rec e j _ ·v ed no t r e a.tmcnt , and ten wee ks lat eP were adminis -
ter ed the posttest. The control g roup description is 
supplied on Ta ble l on page 56. 
An information questionnaire .. was devel~jped by the 
invest i g ator to determine the characteristics of the 
expe r imental and control groups (see Appendix A) . The 
questionnaire consisted of twenty questions and was 
requested of each person participating in the study. The 
descriptive results compiled from the survey instrument 
are reported in Table 2 on page 58 . 
TREATMENT DES CRIPTION AND DATA COLLECTION 
The FEr:l1 class taught by four authorized Pf/r 
inst ruct ors was a standardized course of ins t ruction . 
Permissio~ to collect data from these four PET classes 
was obtained by the investigator. 
Cone ord C las f , 
r:n1 e f j _ r s t treat men t. w :3_ s conduct e d Sept ember 2 1 , 
:,'1t. . i..)t : l ·~ ·; J. (_~ H :_:;;·-~r -~.1:: : 1 Comrnun i.ty Rcom Jr. Con cord , Cal iforn i a . 
TJ\F~LE 2 
SAMPLE CHARAc r ERIS~CICS : EXPERIMENTP1.L AND 
Charac t C!' is tics 
of' the Sample 
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l977 .at the first class se s sion and arranged for the pretest 
to be administered before formal instruction began. Shortly 
after the class be gan the instructor introduced the investi-
gator and the pretest was adnin istered.. Eight weeks later 
the postt es t was administered at the conclusion of the last 
class on November 9 ~ - 1977 by the 1nstJ'uctor and mailed. to 
the i ~vcstigator . 
:::a.n Fr a!"JCJ.SC O - r•Lls~::ion District Class 
'.l:he second cl2.ss was conducted on November 7, li~, 
21, 28, December 5, 1 2, 19, 23, 1977 in the Missicn District 
() f' S:1.n :T··r:Jn cisco. In th e .f :.L r~-3~- 3 e ssJ.on the 1ns t ruc.tor 
(·3.nnC•i 1:Cl c cd :1 sf_; t~ -:::1 ~r '.~' f ?Eri ~\'."lS be "i ng c ond uc teO. and inc} i. c at ed 
p :::u""' t i c i p a. t::; ion itJ as not r e q ti j_ red . 'I' he J. n ~~ e s t i g a t o r a dm i r: i s -
r..:: , 
_J_,_ 
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last two classes were conducted in the same week . Seven 
weeks after the first class, on December 23, 1977, the 
investigator administered the posttest at the conclusion 
of the last training exercise. 
San Francisco - Sunset District Class 
The third class, with the permission of the instructor, 
was conducted at the Catholic Social Services PET class in 
the Sunset District of San Francisco on November l, 8 , 15, 
22, 29, December 6, 13, 20, 1977. The posttest wa s adminis -
tered at the conclusion of the last class on December 20, 
1977 by the investigator . 
Sacramento Class 
The fourth and final treatment was the PET class 
taught i n the home of the instructor in the San Juan District 
of Sacramento on April 8, 9, 22, and 23 , 1978. The pretest 
was administered by the investigator Saturday morning Apr il 8 , 
1978 before instruction began. At the conclusi on of the 
PET course the posttest was administered on Sunday afternoon 
April 23, 197 8 by the investigator . 
The Experimental Group 
Treatment 
The treatment which the four PET classes received 
consist ed of twenty-four hours of instruction for parents. 
The trainin6 ~rogram is designed to assist parent s in 
sec uL-, _; __ cc: he.s.1 t h i e r arH_i more effect J ve parent - child re la--
tionships . PET i s n laboratory t y pe of exper i ence con-
duc t0d by a licensed inst ru c t or i nvo l vin g the u se of mini -
l e c tur"'es , casc)e tt e t a pe s , modeling, read 1ngs , homework 
assignmen t s, and pra ct1c e of skills. Four major s kills 
a r e t a ught : list ening , confronting, probl em solving , and 
v a lues i n flu encing . 
f-=-~-§~~~}]_~.!:]J;_Sk ~l l_Q.· The lis t ening skills taught involve 
a n on-eva l uative f ac i l i tative kind of verb a l and non-verbal 
r e~~ p ond ing , ce:;pec ial l y to the chi 1d with troub led feelings, 
wi tb a n ernphasj__s on the use of active list ening , a skill 
tha t 1nvolves l isten ing to the f ee lings as well as content 
o .-E' t he verb8.1 me ssage. Pare n t s are als o made aware of a 
n umber of way s th:tt are ine ffe c tiv e to cornrnur-1i cate with 
t he chil d that con v e y non - a ccept a nce, disre s pect for the 
f ee1ings and n eed s of the child, and block c ommunicat j_on 
with t h e child (Gordon, 1970). Becoming more accept i ng 
of tljG chiJd and h is be havi or and may involve the p a r ent 
modify i ng the e nvironment , modifying himself , . ..., . or lDJ. .Luenc l ng 
t h e c1Ji.ld t o mod i fy his unacceptable behavior. Parents 
l earn thro~gh group experience and relat e d e xercises t h e 
v ar i o u ::;  way s of be com in .£?.; mo r e a c c e p t j _ n g of t; h e child . 
1_ ::. ::-t~::c:--~ !_- , t :'.~) :_ .~--. ·;:·.r· : ~· ~ :~_v i o r (C c rdon , 1970 ). 
- ------ -- ~'- - -
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Confl·c;nt=Lve Ski1L~.J . Confront at i on o :c in f luencing 
the chiLd to mod:i.fy hi s una cc e pta.ble behavior is the se c ond 
maj o.c s k :iJ.l taug ht in the FE: rl, prog ram. Confronting the 
chi1d ir lvolves the use of 11 1 11 messages as opposed to "you" 
message s. The c omponent el e me nts of the confrontation or 
11 I" mes sag es are: ( l) non ---blameful description of the child 's 
and a 0ong:r·uent expresston of 
parent a l feelings, and (3) a com!Tlunic ation of the tangible, 
concrete effects of the unacceptable behavior on tl1e .parent . 
Good con f rontation , when effective; engenders a wil l ingness 
on the part of the child to change , is low risk in that it 
does less damage to the child's self-esteem , and j.s more 
beneficial to the parent-child relationship (Gordon , 1970). 
Parents are made aware of the j.:neffect :L ve way s of con-
front i n g t heir children then train e d in effec tive methods 
. of . s eLdi n g d:i.r e ct messag es (Schmi.t z, 1975). 
\~h en parental efforts favil at becoming more accept-
j ng of tl:'.:: c J-Jj_l d 1 s beha.vior and of :::_esscning unacceptan ::::e , 
then t he re lationsh1p has a probl em i n v olv l ng a conflict of 
needs, ~nev:itable in every parent-c h ild I., e 1a t1onship . 
the ::·;~ ·~[~1 prc:gram i nvo l ves prublem solv1ng c:_-. GoPdo n ' s 
ctef~LnJ.np_· t!1e probler:1 2nd r.eeds j .n the "!:)(1rent-ch i 1d conf li c t , 
•.' I. 
anu -.L mr .1 ement :Lng a IllU t ua l ly ace ep t. a b1e so l u t ton whe re bot h 
n eed ~) c C par c n t and ch i 1. d a r e m u t u. a 1 1 y me t t n a sat i sf a c -
t or y manne r (Schmitz, 19'75) . 
Pa rent s a r'e invol ved in t :caining e xe rcj_s es that 
make t h em a wa r e of the i n e ffectiv eness of othe r met hod s 
of res olving conflicts of needs. Gordon de s cribes these 
less e ff e ctive me thods as "Method I ", the autho:-'itari2.n 
app r oa c h wh e r e the solut ion of the person with the power 
pre va il s , and nrYie thod II" , the pe.rmis si ve approach where 
the so lution of the child prevails (Gordon, 1970) . 
In_£luen c:~Qg Ski1_l.?._ · The area of va.lue collision 
invol '.res parental non- a cceptance of the behavior of the 
chiJ..d ~<v h ere tf: . e child is not convinced his behavtor has a 
tang ibl e effect on the p a rent and is not motivated to modify 
his be h a.vior for the paren t . Skills employ e d by th e:: ·parent 
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to influence th e child are: (1) modeling the desir e d behavior) 
learning to be an effective consultant to the child, (2) l earn-
:Lng t o rriodj_fy hj_rnself and his values , and ( 3 ) l earn j_ng to be 
a c c 2 p t i :--1 g of w bat the p a:r e n t cannot change ( Gordon , 19 7 0 ) . 
!1!~_.Q S?_t?_~~-o 1 qX:._<? up 
T!-1e i ~1 ves t J g~ tor D pproac hed thi. r t y par en ts .i n t h e 
Young f\( 1 ~ 1 I t C Jas~::; 111 Ce11tenary ~·J et h odi ~:, t Chu rch in ['.~ o d e s to , 
The part; ;·1ts a greed t o take t he pretest a nd post tes t \·vit h 
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a ten week interval. The pretest was administered November 
2 , 1977 b y the instructor a nd te~1 v1eeks l ater the posttest 
was administered January 11, 1978. All thirty parents 
comp l e ted the prete st and posttest. 
INS rrR UI•1E NT AT I 0 N 
Two testing instruments were ~~ed i n this study . 
The .§~_~_d:;:_Q!_ ___ Valu~-~ d e veloped by Allport, Vernon , and 
Lindz e y (1960) j_s .a scale fo r measuring the dominant 
int erest s i n ~er sonality · 
Stu.c1v o f Values 
----·-~·--- -·------ - --
The ~ tudy of Value s was originally 
published in 1931. Cont inued study by the authors resulted 
in a 1951 edition and a third edition in 1960. The · six 
per s ona l values, basic motives or interests in personality, 
that are measured by the_~tudy of Values (SOV) are : 
theoret ic a l, ec onomic , aesthetic , social, political, and 
:L..,elj_g ious. Tr:e St ~~s.z_or_yaJ_u~-~ has t""vvo parts and consists 
of a number of questions , based upon a variety of familiar 
situations t c whic h two al t ernat ive ans wers in Part I and 
fou r a =L ternati ve a nswer's in Pa.Pt II are provided . In all 
t here are 120 answers, 2 0 o f which refer to each of the 
1 . The Theor e tical . The dominant interest of the 
thcor~tical man is the discovery of truth. In 
the pursuit of this goaJ he characteristical ly 
takes a 11 c ognitive 11 att itude, one that looks for 
Jdentities and differences ; one that divests it-
self of judgments regarding the beauty or utility 
of objects, and seeks only to observe and to 
reason . Since the interests of the theoretical 
person are empir ical, crit ical, and rational, 
he j_s necessarily an int ellectua1i.st, fre quently 
a s cientist or philosopher. His chief aim in 
life is to order and systematize hi s knowledge . 
~- The Economic. The ecomomic man is characteris-
tica lly interested in what is useful. Based 
originally upon the sat i sfact i on of bodily needs 
(self-pre servat i on) , the interest in utilities 
develops to embrace the practical affairs of the 
business vJorld -· the production , marketing , and 
con:;urnpt ion of goods, the elaboration of credit, 
and the accumulation of tan g ibl e wea lth. This 
type :-Ls thoroughly "practical:: and conforms Hel1 
to the prevai ling stereotype of the average 
ftmerican bu s inessman . 
The economJc attitude frequently com.::;s =i_r:to 
conflict with other values. The economic man 
wants education to be practical , and r egards 
unappli ed knowledge as waste. Great feats of 
engineering ancl application result from the 
der1iands economic men make upon science . 1Ille 
valu e of utility likewise conflicts with the 
aesthetic value , except when art serves commercial 
ends. In his personal . life the economic man is 
likely to confuse luxury with beauty. In his 
relations with people he is more likely to be 
interested in surpassing them in v-:ealth than in 
domj_nating them (polit ical attitude) or tn . serv --
in g them (s6cial attitude) . In some cases the 
economic man may be said to make his religion 
tl 1e worship of ·rv1ammon. In other instance s , how-
ever , he may have r egard for the traditional God , 
but inclin es to consider Him as the giver of good 
g j_f to , of wealth, prosperity , and other tangible 
b l E.: ;-,; :; in e; s . 
_-s. The~ 1-\ ·:::: ~3 ·c h(:.~t 1c . r he aesthetic man sees h j s hJ g h--
est value in form and harmony. Each single ~x ­
peri_e:nc:e i_ ~; j udge d from th e standpoint of r; ract:, 
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symmetry, or fitness. He regards life as a 
procession of events : each single impression 
is enjoyed for its own sake . He need not be 
a creative artist, nor need he be effete; he 
is aesthetic if he but finds his chief interest 
in t~e artistic episodes of life . 
The aesthetic attitude is, in a sense, 
diametrically opposed to the theoretical; the 
the former is concerned with the diversity, and 
the latter with the identities of experience. 
The aesthetic man either chooses, with Keats, 
to consider truth as equivalent to beauty, or 
agrees with JVIencken, that "to make a thing 
charming is a million times more important than 
to make it true." In the economic sphere the 
aesthete sees the process of manufacturing, 
advertising, and trade as a wholesale destruc -
tion of the values most important to him. In 
social affairs he may be said to be interested 
in persons but not in the welfare of persons; 
he tends toward individualism and self- suffi-
~_iency. Aesthetic people often like the beauti -
ful insignia of pomp and power, but oppose polit-
ical activity when it makes for the repression 
of individuality . In the field of religion they 
are likely to confuse beauty with purer religious 
experience. 
4. The Social . The highest value for this type is 
love of people . In the Study of Values it is 
the altruistic or philanthropic aspect of love 
that is measured . The social man prizes other 
persons as ends , and is therefore himself kind, 
sympathetic, and unselfish. He is likely to 
find the theoretical, economic, and aesthetic 
attitudes cold and inhuman . In contrast to the 
political type, the social man regards love as 
itself the only suitable form of human relation-
ship. In its purer form the so~ial interest is 
selfless and tends to approach very closely to 
the religious attitude. 
5. The Political. The political man is interested 
primarily in power. His activities are not 
necessarily within the narrow field of pol itics; 
but whatever his vocation, he betrays himself as 
a Machtmensch. Leaders in any field generally 
have high power value. Since competition and 
struggle play a large part in all life, many 
p hilosophers have seen power as the most universal 
and most fundamental of motives. 
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6. The Religious . The highest value of the religious 
man may be called unity . He is mystical, and 
seeks to comprehend the cosmo s as a whole , to 
relate himself to its embracing totality. The 
religious man is one whose mental structure is 
permanently directed to the creation of the 
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highest and ab s olutely satisfying value experi -
ence . Some men of this type are "immanent mystics , 0 
that i s , they find their religious experience in 
the affirmation of life and in active participa-
tion therein . A Faust with his zest and enthusi-
asm sees something divine in every event . The 
"transcendental mystic " , on the other hand , seeks 
to unite himself with a higher reality by with-
drawing from life; he is the ascetic , and , like 
the holy men of India , finds the experience of 
unity through self- denial and meditation. In 
many individuals the negation and affirmati on of 
life alternate to yield the greatest satisfac tion 
(pages 4 and 5) . 
The reported reliabilities of the St udy of Values 
scale in respect to internal consistency were determined by 
two methods . In the first method , split - half reliability , 
the items measuring each value were divided into subscales. 
The subscales were composed so that there would be approx -
imately the same number of pairings between the value under 
st udy and all remaining values. Table 3 below presents 
the product - moment correlations (Spearman- Brown). 
TABLE 3 
I NTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF SOV 
Theoretical 
Economic 
Aes thetic 
Soc ial 
Political 
Religious 
N= 100 
. 84 
.93 
.89 
. 90 
. 87 
.95 
In the f irst met ho d , s plit-ha lf relia bility , t he me~n 
reliability coeffecient , using a z transformation was 
The second means used to .det ermine the internal · 
consistency of the instrument was item analysis . The 
Successive revisions of the test have shown 
that each theoretical item is .positively a.sscciated 
with the total score derived from all the theoretical 
items , and that the items for each of the other vaue s 
likewise hang together consis tently. The final item 
a~alysis - carried out on a group of 780 subj ec ts 
of both sexes from six d i fferent college s - s how s a 
positive corre l at i on for each item with the total 
score for its value, significant at the .01 l~vel 
of confidence(p. 9). 
The stability or r2peat reli a bilities of the SOV were 
determined for two populations, one after an interval 
of one mont h, the other after an int erval of two months. 
Table 4 below presents the repeat reliability data: 
TABLE lJ 
REPEA'J~ RELIABILIT'Y DATi~ 
..=.:::::===-=--=---=-==--==----- ---..:::..- --- ---7'-.-""--- -
One IVlonth 
-·------ ----·--- -----------· 
--~ N = 3 4) 
Two Month s 
(N 53) 
Theo~etical ~87 .85 
Economi c . 92 • 84 
AP s thc tic . 90 .87 
Sc)c ial . 77 . 88 
Poljt ic al . go . 88 
----- --· --------- -~~--~:-~~ -:~ ~~\~~~---- ------------ --- - -----_: 91 ------- ----~ 9 3 _ _______ _ 
T b s- me a. n r e ~eat r e 1 j_ a b i .l j_ t y co e f f i c i en t _, us ~1 n g the 
-- ·- ,-. . , I "': i' ; 
f c r t h (~ t ,-,' o r:i u r. t h -~ : j t e r '/ a :L ( S 0 V f:1 a L u a l , 1 9 7 0 , p . 1 0 ) . 
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r.r.lhc ~ :c'c.;ond t esti r:g j_nstrument us e d j_n this study 
was the Y.Q.l:..! ·!:_~~-Su::evey for Parent~- (VSP) designed by the 
~Lnvestiga.tor for the purpose of measuring child-rearj_ng 
values. The four child-rearing values measured by the 
(1) the parents ' value of 
cornrnunication with theil"' chj_ldren , (2) the parents' value 
of their rclatio~ship with their children , (3) the parents' 
value of self and the parent role, (~) the parent s ' value 
of inilue ncing their child1·en . The 20 item survey has 
fiv e questicns ~hich refer to each of the four areas of 
val1.:es regarding child - rear=L!1g . Each question has four 
pos s J b2_ e ans\'lers rs.n g ing from "a1ways 11 to 11 never ". The 
adnin i atered and scored. This measuring ins trument is 
presented i n fippendix B . 
A verification of the instruments content validity 
itJas obtained by requesting the expert evaluat ion o f Halter 
Un5 ve r::.i t y o~"' the Pacif i c in Stockton , Cal j_fornia. Nyberg 
c.xa.m:lne_d and assessed the 20 item sur \/ey to determine the 
I""ela.t i.on shir· between each su.rvey item and the Values r\~odule 
Valiles Survey for Parents 
-~- --·-· ·-·- ----------------------w·----·- ·--••·•----
w a. s .; C) rL.l u c t~ e ci b e t vJ e en J uJ_ y 3 and Aug u 8 t 2 8 , 1 9 7 7 , at 
to t:Jl of thir'ty-one parents participated in the test a nd 
ret2s t administ rat ions of the vsr measur ing values r egarding 
chi1d-re a.ring. Table 5 pre 3ents the item reliability s cores 
for the twenty que s tion survey. The scores range from a 
high of 0.80 to a low of 0.07 with a median score of 0.36. 
N ·-
Item 
31 
1. 
2 . 
--. 
.) . 
4 . 
j. 
6 . 
'7 { . 
8 . 
9 0 
10. 
TABLE 5 
ITEM RELIABILITIES FOR 
V!~LUE SU RVEY FOR PAREN'eS 
0.56 Item 
0.10 
0.52 
0. '-t5 
Oo57 
0 .45 
0 . 45 
c o64 
0.63 
0.42 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES 
11 . 0.58 
12 . 0.30 
13 . 0 .66 
14 . 0 . 80 
15. 0 .5 2 
16. 0 .55 
17 . 0 . 24 
18 . 0.70 
19 . 0.03 
2 0. 0.25 
This study investigated the effect of PET on 
pare11ts' personal &.nd child-rearing values o The Stt~_si;L 
.Q..f:.__Y a-=1~~~ vl hi c h cons .i. s t s of six part s : ( 1 ) t h 2 ore t i cal , 
( 2) ae2,t hetic, (4) social, (5) political, 
a~d (6) religi ous val ues was used to mea sure the domi nant 
fo,_J.J:' p a rr. :::: : ( l) t ti ,_; pare: t s ' va lue of corrm l.-tni ccltion 1:.iith 
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tlH::ir children , ( 2 ) the p:1rents' ·value of t:;hei r rclat .ion-
ship v:~;_ tr1 their children , ( 3) the parents ' value of self 
a~d t ne parent role , and (4) t he parents ' value of influ-
c::ncing trJe i :c children, was used to measure their child-
Therefore, two research hypotheses were explored in 
this stucy. They are as follows: 
1. Parents who participate in PET indicate a greater 
change in their personal values than parents who 
do not receive the train i ng as measured by the 
§_!udy _of_ Va~~~~~ by Allport, Vernon, and Lindzey. 
2. Parents who participate in PET indicate a greater 
change in their child-rearing values than parents 
who do not receive the training as measured by 
the Vc~lues Su.:.!~~ey ~£_ __ ~alue_~ by Hi tty. 
RESEARCH DESIGN AND STATISTICAL PROCEDURES 
rr:1e parents from al.l four PET classes who volunteered 
to participate in this study and the parents who volunteered 
to participate in the control group served as the subjects 
in this st udy. The research model chosen was a NonranJomized 
Control-Group Pretest-Posttest Design (Van Dalen, 1966) . 
rrhe expecj_men.tal gr;Jup received pretesting, the J:BT course, 
and pc' .:: t ~-; c s t; ~~Dg . The con t r'o l gr·oup re c e i ·ved pretesting, no 
t rea. tIE en t , ;._3 n d p o ~' t t 9 s t in g . r_ch e No nr and om j_ zed Cont rol -
C.~ J: • c..--: '-"-P P r- c t c s t>- P o ;:; t t e s t; De s .i g n i s pre s 2 n t e d in F .i g u r e l 
T -i :::::. ~: ~_c,~-~,L:.~~~~~ t Score , X =--= ·rreatment , 'r,.) :=; Posttest ) . 
• l.. c. 
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Pretest Treatment Posttest 
Experimental Group 
(Concord, San Francisco, 
and Sacramento) 
Control Group 
(Modesto) 
Figure l 
Nonrandomized Control-Group 
Pretest -Posttest Design 
X 
Thus, the Study of Values and the Parents Survey 
of Values were given as a pretest to all of the groups, 
both ex~erimental and control. Following the pretest 
was the treatment, the PET class, which was presented to 
the experimental group and the control group did not 
receiv e the training. All of the groups then were given 
the Stu~y of Values and the Parents Survey of Values as 
a postt9st. Table 6, page 75 , presents the experimental 
procedure. 
The analysis o f covariance was selected as t h e 
statisti cal method optimally responsive to the res e arch 
design employed. Van Dalen (1 966 ) points out t he advan-
tages of using analysis of covariance in the Nonrandomized 
Contr s l-Group Pretest-Pos t test Design. He s uggest s tha t 
a nal y si3 of covariance achieves similiar results a s 
ma t c h i ng without e liminating or changing any s ubjects 
( p. 298) . 
Ro sc o e (1969) has made this comment in re f erence 
to analy sis of covariance ( ANCOVA ) : 
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r_rABLl~, 6 
TESTING PROCEDURE 
···---~--------~- ·-·-- ·--------- ---- ---------------------------------- ------- - ------------·-
····--------- - -------------------··------------·----·-------- ·----
Location T, T h I)retest rrr8at ment 
-------·- ··--------------· ------------------
c()DC r,_· T' C~ ' Ca.J J. f'. 
~Ja. n F r c-r:. c5.s c o , Calif. 
( MJs ::;1cn Di;;;trict ) 
:3 :-1 n P r~ :~:1 rt c~ ~.L ~:_:; c () , C 8~ l i ~f . 
(S un :;; f~· t: J :i<-; t ric t ) 
l"'l n ci c~ ;:,; t o , C a.l i f . 
Sacramento, Calif . 
c: 0 
2 
9 
30 
6 
VSP & SOV PE~I, 
VSP 8< SOV PET 
VSP & SOV PET 
VSP & SOV 
VSP & SOV . PET 
Postt est 
-- -----
V SP -~~ SOV 
VSP & SOV 
V2,P & SOV 
VSP & SOV 
VSP & SOV 
--......'} 
\.Jl 
The use of an d Ly.:J 5. s or c c)\7 a ri ance ord1narl1y 
involve s a pret es t (the variable to be controlled) 
and a po s tt e st (the, cri teri on) that a r e knovln t o 
b e c. or:ee 1a t e d .... I n SO fi le c i r cumst a nc es , it may be 
c omp1 ete 1y a. ppro rn'1ate t o use the . s ame instrume nt 
f or both pr e test and posttest (pages 254 - 255) . 
The data were punched on computer cards and analyzed 
by the Statistical Program for Socia l Sciences as imple -
mcnt e d by the Burroughs 6700 comp_uter locat ed at the 
University of the Pacific, Stockton, California. An alpha 
level of .05 using a two-tailed test of significance, was 
chosen as appropriate for the study. 
SUMMARY 
This study explored the effect of PE'l, on parents' 
personal and child-rearing values. Chapter 3 of this 
report reviewed: (1) the setting of the st:J.dy, ( 2) sample 
des cr iption, (3) instrumentation , ( 4) treatment description 
and d a ta 8ollection, (5) research hypoth e ses , (6) research 
desi gns and ~:;tatisticaJ. procedures, and ( 7) surrpnary . 
rrhe stu.dy W2.S conducted in four PF~~ classes in 
three Eep arate Cal ifo:::··nia communi ties and taught by four 
2J;tborlzed. PErf instructors. The c-ontro l g:t~oup was estatd t s hed 
.li1 another separate California community. 
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Ar.a.1:;/:::;: l_ ~-) o:f cov~1r· j_:; nce (AJ'JCOVA) v.Jas utilized ·co 
anal,:/ze d i ffcren c e s on the St t:. ?._y o_f Values_ and Va l_:Je_~§u:rv~-~­
LS? ~ _:fa:.~'e~~ sc ores in a Nonrandom:i ze d Control .. -Group Pretest-
Posttest De sign. An alpha level of .05 was used with a two-
tailed test of significance. 
Chapter 4 wi~l present the ~nalysis of the data. 
The hypotheses &re presented and considered in view of this 
data. 
17 
r' ,.., ~:. ··-) t .c::. r· 4 vJ _u . .t: v ....... 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
INTRODUCTION 
The question addressed in this study ~as whether 
?ET wo uld effect the personal and child-rearing values 
of the p~rents who partic ipated in tri~ training program . 
The experimental group consisted of four PET 
cla s Rcs in fou~ different California Communities taught 
by four different certified PET instructors. All four 
PE]:~ clas~)SS received the standardized t1.-.renty - f our h ours 
of instruction. Three classes ran seven to eight weeks 
with a three hour class session each week . One class 
atten ded two ·week-end sessions two weeks apar t v:ith each 
week- end session having twelve hours of instruction . 
Data regarding the sample size for the experimental 
.qr,d .:o. o ~l t r-ol g2o u p pa r ticipants comp1e~ :~ ng bo th the IJret; e st 
2nd posttest of the VSP and SOV are pres en t ed in Table 7, 
page 79 -
Th e re search model was a Nonrandomized Control -
1, .... 7 ·; .. -. c.J-·1 ] Y· __ -, ?~- , , ~, j- p r~)r·- Pos. t~- p o:::.t ne c..:.: l· r:·n cv ~ -.. 1 D,·:.o l (":)n .l_ Q o~'" ot':). .~.I'Jrj 
... -~ .J. .... . · - , ,., ... .. ) , v - - v ., · ·' .L..I' , l_., t. :::. ~ . \' "~""' ·- .. :,..!.. - \ _.. , _, ).4 
. r • -. >:-· ~ ., ....... •:-:. ,· :::~ 
_,. 1· \, (. . - -- ( i ') c: . 
7 8 
SAMPLE SIZES FOR EXPERIMENT~L AND CONTROL GROUPS IN 
CONCORD , SAN FRANCISCO , SACRAMENTO, AND MODESTO 
COMPLEr?ING PRE'l~EST AND PO.Srl1TEST ADMINISTRATION 
OF THE SOV AND VSP 
Community Sample Size 
- ---------- -· 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Concord 6 
San Franc j_sco 
(Missio n Distr ict) 2 
S c:. ~l Fran c i s co 
(Sunset Dis~.rict) 
Sacramen to 
Tota l 
CONTHOL GROUP 
Modest o 
9 
6 
23 
30 
-----------------
Tota.l - Experimental and Control Group Sample 
5 -:;l ....> 
---·- ------- ---- ·- ·- ------
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1J' h r:? c n_Ly 'f ,:J r1 .:Lble 'chat j_L c1ic a.te:=3 2_ S i [.:;n j_ f jc a nt d i f f e r en c e 
b et vJ·een t .h.c e x pe rimenta l and c on t rol gro up s wa s that the 
c ont r o l g r o up r e ported d gr eatG r d egre e of c h u rc l1 a t ten-
d an c e a n c1 church affiJ .iation ~ This =i_s l a r gely due to 
th e f a ct that the control group was est a blished in a 
ch urch young adult class . The experimental and control 
gr oups were b a sically similiar in all otl1er areas. Chapt e r 
4 c onsists of the report of the resu1ts based on the 
s t ated hypotheses . 
PERSONAL VALUES 
The first null hypothesis was: 
Pa:::--ent s ~·rhn part~ c j_p a t e in PErr ind:tca t e simili a.r 
c:h3.nges in these six personal values : ( J.a) theoretical; 
( 1 b ) e c on orr: i c , ( 1 c; ) a e s t he t i c , ( l d ) s o c =:. a l _, ( l e ) p o l i t -
ical, and (lf) r el i g ious, when compared with pa~ents 
wh o do not receive t he t r aining . 
The Stud y of Va~ues (SOV) served as the instrument 
to measu~e these six variables. Table 8, page 81, presents 
t h e ANCOVA summar y data for t h (; f i rst nul l hy p o the si s . 
Sinc e t he criti.ca l F-r a tio r e quired to rej s ct t h e null 
hyp otl1esis vJas l~ . 04 the null hypothesis wa s retaine d as 
ten~ble for all valu ~s except the theore tical. Even with 
"l, h .L c ::~ i n; 1 e c ~~ c e p t t on 1~ here i s ins u f' f i c :i.e n t suppor t b ased 
or1 :-, L :i. s det. t ~~- t o c on ;::: ~~ :;de that PE1 1 caus e s ;l g reater 8hange 
j_ n c1 e r· ~::; () n a 1 v r1. :1 u e s . F j g u ~ e 2 on page 8 2 pre 2 en t s the S OV 
Pr e - Postt c s t Sc or e s f or t he Experime nta l Gr oup a nd Fig u re 3 , 
G T' O l. t p . 
So 
':PABLE 8 
SUMIVIARY OF ANALYSIS CF COVARI ANCE BET WEEN EXPEHIJ!IENTAL 
AND COI·~ 'I'ROL GROUPS - ··· . . THE S'rUD~{ OF VALUES 
:;;;~~;;;, EX~~~;~~: ;rCit-=_Cfr 0 u pp 0 -R! t ~ Q t~ rr __ -~r=~r~=~-t-e ~ -~::_cTo'n t'~~\ Pee·~).:~~-~~~ ,. 5~~-F=~--3:9~-- - =~====--
.L ~ J · .. V • 1 ( \. .L - ~ •./ '- >..) U U lJ '-..- "-' I l . '.J :::) U . "-' V v '-..- 0 '-' 1 
"lc 1 ''" f1!ean SD Mean SD I Mean SD MeLn SD I Fa 
·--·------.. _ _ .. _______ .. __________ _ --·-·------r--·--
1 I 
The u r c· t .i c a 1 3 8 . 58 7 6 . 9 6 9 3 8 . 4 7 8 5 . 58 3 I 3 L! • Lt8 3 6 . 0 16 3 4 . 0 5 0 L! • 6 8 21 4 . 0 8 6 
Ll 0 . L+ 5 7 - ' ( . 5 2 6 3 9 . 4 3 5 7 . 3 5 8 II 4 0 . 2 5 0 7 . ll. 7 4 0 . () 6 7 7 . G 5 9! 0 . ·~ 0 0 SCOl'lOTn:i.C 
' . I 
J I 
i-+ 4. 217 6. 67'( 45 .4 13 7. 8 61 138 . 23 3 5.7 03 39. 28 3 ( . lJ.7l 0 . 093 
39.674 7.9 61 lj0.348 8.738 140. 517 7.0 06 40.200 6 . 3161 0. 246 
' I 
39 .52 2 6.8 99 37.717 8 . 81o i 36 .250 5.557 36.7 1 7 5 - 7~3ol 0 . 96 1 
3 7 . 50 0 l 0 . 4 9 9 3 8 . 11 7 8 12 . 8 3 9 J 50 . 2 6 7 6 . 3 4 7 4 9 · 6 50 6 · 8 3 91_:~-~7-
Aestl1et~ic 
Social 
Political. 
Re l.jg ious 
aAn F- value of a ppr ox i mat e ly 4.04 was requ i red for signific a nce at t h e 
.05 level. 
co 
l-~l 
50 
l 
4,---) -
I 
f 
110 ~ 
I 
P-< 35 _ 
;:) 
c 
::.i 
CJ 
30 J 
Pretest Score s 
Fosttest Scores 
--- -----=--r;-----·--r-
'l1heore c ical Aesthetic 
r ·----..c--- ----;---
Political 
Economic Social 
Personal Values 
Figure 2 
Studv o f Va.lucs Pr etest - Posttes': Scores 
- ·-· ···-----~---s-xp-ei-;1-;:-1"E,-n t a 1 Group ( N= 2 3) 
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Religious 
40 
35 I 
l 
l 
30 ~ 
I 
J 
i 
l -
P-retest Scores 
P-osttest Scores 
Theordtical Aesthe1t ic 
Economic Social 
Personal Values 
Figure 3 
Study of Values Pret est-Posttest Scores 
-------~ --·------- --C(:)r1-t.r o 1 Group ( N = 3 0 ) 
P l . ~ ·' l o. lvlCa_
Religious 
CHILD-REARING VALUES 
The second null hypothesis was: 
Parents who participate in PET indicate similiar 
changes in these four child-rearing values:(2a) com-
munication with their children, (2b) relationship with 
their children, (2c) self and parent role, (2d) in-
fluencing of their children, when compared with parents 
who do not receive the training. 
The Values Survey for P.arents (VSP) is a twenty item 
self-report survey that measures four child-rearing values: 
the parents' value of communication with their children; 
the parents' value of their relationship with their child-
ren; the parents' value of self and their parent role; and 
the parents' value of influencing ~h~ii children. Table 9 
page 85 , presents the ANCOVA data for the twenty item VSP . 
These data suggest that the only statistical significant 
difference was for Item 13 dealing with the parents' value 
for influencing their children. Since only one variable 
i ndicated a significant change had occured it may be due 
to the large number of statistical tests. One must be 
alert to the statistical difference due to statistical 
error and hold as extremely tenative an isolated significant 
finding un less supported by predic t ions or similiar findings 
on related items. At alpha . 05 it is to be expected that 
one item will be significant due to chance or sampling error. 
The other four items that measure the parents' value for 
influencing the ir children failed to suggest any significant 
difference between the groups. Therefore it appears that the 
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•:rable 9 
SUf1r1ARY O.F' I\J'T A::·!YS I S OF COVARIANCE BE T\JI!E EN EXPEHI J'vlE I<frTJ~L 
AND CONTROL GROUPS - VA~UE SURVEY FOR PARENTS 
;:::7~~:.=.====--==::.~}.~=;:p-e;i·.~-e-;i:-11-cr;_~-;ul~ o~-~23) . · · · - -conti"o1 c"i,ouJ_~) (N~-3 6) r ----- -- : =c.;~ 
ci1 ~l.fcr=- --- - Pr ete s c · · r5sttest--l- .Prete-st _______ Po-sttest ---~- -------
R·=--~ , .. ,.;·· to- 1\/[e ~ Y · 0 D "!Ie~n C::: D l l'v1 e a -n S1D lVltear· s·L' t-' H' a 
... . \_. ~- ...... · ·'· ~~~ 1 (::> l v 1 c : . .L J. ~J l ..... 0. 1 . )J .L ll ~ - J. .l ) .... 
v :~~ 1 '· Lr2 I ~~-;1~-i---- ~ . O?.Q 0 . 30 ~ 2 . r 27 ? . 6;-r ~. 500 0. 50~ 2. ~ 3? 0. ~~sl -?--l I-~~ 
_L ~ c ~~l ~. ~ • ~ ,.; ) . 0 . 5 ~ 2 ~ . ' 7 8 0 . 5 T 1 I ~ • 8 ? ~ ? . 4 ~ T 2 . ~ 6 _7 ~ • ~ 0 ~ I ~ . ~ ~ ~ 
I G e, · 1 5 ~ • J .~ 2 0 . 5 ~ j_ L • 7 3 9 0 . ~ ~ 9 I ~.. . 8 3 _) 0 . 3 t 9 2 . 8 3 3 u . -' 7 ..~ 
1 
u . ) ,.:: 5 
I: t en 1~ 2 • 5 2 2 0 . 7 3 0 2 . 9 5 7 0 . 5 6 2 I 2 . 8 0 0 0 . 6 6 4 2 . 9 0 0 0 • 6 0 7 2 . 9 4 5 
T t . y' ;·- -:) 3 J 8 0 '7 R 0 ') .- r.::: '7 0 7 6 7 ? 0 ,- '7 0 6 l h ') 0 0 0 0 6- (' ~ 0 0. .~ Ll It~;~ g ~:864 o:T74 3:687 o:668 ] : :L~b o:66~ 3:o33 o:7f§J o : 5 ~9 
It em 7 2.409 0.79 6 2.826 0.650 2 . 655 0.7 69 2.667 0.802! 2.~ 1 9 
It em 8 3 .qoo 0.52 2 2.696 0.559 l 2.633 0.556 2.467 0 . 507
1 
0. 052 
Item 9 2 . b96 0.55 9 2.913 0 .515 I 3.000 0 . 371 3 . 100 0.305 \ 0 . 355 
I t em 10 2.5 91 0.59 0 2 . 435 0 . 507 1 2 . 393 0. 68 5 2.276 0 . 591 0 . 770 
Item 11 3 .0 00 0.44 7 3 .17 4 0.576 3.069 0.704 3.103 0. 618! 1. 878 
Item 12 2 .7 14 0.56 1 2.870 0.626 2.690 0.806 2.862 0.8331 . 0 . 001 
It em 13 2.565 0.94 5 2 .04 3 1 . 022 1.867 0.937 2.200 0. 961 10 . 167 
I t em 14 2 . 82 6 0. 650 2.783 o. Goo l 3 . J.67 0.5 31 3 . 033 0.71 8 i 0 . 52 0 
-r j~ • 1 r- 2 1 1 5· r.::: 0 r:: ·1 0 2 ~ L1 8 0 '' n '( ' .., Q 6 2 0 51 6 2 0 ~~ 3 0 11 ' 4 1 ., ') q r:: 
.L v em J . '-~ ..~ . J _._ __ . J , • £1 u 1 1. • u J • .. . • J • -t J... 1\ ..L • • :L J 
Item 16 3 . 261 0 . 541 3 . 304 0 . 470 1 3. 433 0.504 3.467 0.507 0 . 83 0 
~~ em ~ 7 3 -0 ? ~ 0. 5 ~ ~ ~ -7 83 0 . ~ 7~ , ~ . goo 0.~03 2 . 8~? 0.5~7 I 0 . ~~8 l~ em 18 2.9)J o.6) J 3.000 O.OOj I ~ .967 0.'-114 2. 8~3 0.5Jl 1.446 
It em 19 3 .0 43 0.56 2 3.087 0.668 I 3.267 0. 521 3-4~7 0.507 \ 3.212 
It em 20 2.348 0.71 4 2 .7 83 0.7 95 l 2.7 00 0.651 2.9b7 0.556 i 0. 29 7 
! _j 
~ ' 
aAn F-value of approximately 4 . 04 was required for significance at the . 05 leve l . 
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r:T 'ab l e l 0 
SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE BETWEEN 
E X?ER.IMENTAL Al\JD cc:\JTROL GROUPS PGR 
F' OUH CHILD- HEARING .VALUES IN TEE 
VALUES SURVEY FOR PARENTS 
___________ _F~:_!:P f~:c· iment a l Group ( N= 2 3) 
-
Control Group (N:30) 
Mean SD Mean SD p 
C o mm u n j_ c a. t. 1 on 
wi t h Pretest 12.739 2.81~8 13.467 2.209 · 1.0986 
Chi.l d ren Post test 14.174 1. 875 13.867 2.285 0.2740 
Re l a t i.onsh::Lp 
v!it h Pr'et e st 14.522 1.855 15.100 1.213 1.8745 
Chi l dren Post test 14.913 1.311 15.333 1.295 1. 35 60 
Se l f 
a nd Pretest .13. 565 1.619 14.033 1.299 1.]646 
Par ent Ro le Post test 13.957 1.397 14.200 1.518 0.358 6 
J.n i'J. u e nc e 
of t he Pretes t 13.696 2.883 12.500 2.030 3.1392 
Cb1ld Post test 12.826 1.992 12.433 1.924 0.5261 
------- --- - ·-
co 
().) 
c c c:: ,_LU:; 1 ~- Lt. y o f' t h t s s i n g l e i t ern 1 s very weak . Con s e que n t 1 ;y , 
t. her 2 ·i_ s ~, b a. s e d on t he s e data , ~l n ~-; u f f i c i en t j us t if i cat ion 
tc) concl ·t-~de that fE_~ cau s e s a greater change in chj_1d·-
::."ear i ng va J. tte s . Figu:ce L~ on page 86 presents the VSP PPe-
Posttest Tes t Group Mean Score s for the Experimental Group 
and Figure 5 on page 87 presents the VSP Pre-Post test Gr·oup 
~ean Scores for the Control Group . 
The ana lysis pertaining to the four child-rearing 
values as meas ured by the VSP is presented in Table 10 , 
page 88 . The Survey items for each variable are as follows : 
J.. Items 1, 6 , '"(, 12, and 20 measure the parents ' 
value of c ommun icat i on with their children . 
2 . Items 4, 5, 9, 16, 17, measure the parents' 
value of their r e lationship with thej_r children . 
3 . Items 3, 14 , 15, 18, 19, measure the parents' 
va.lu e of s elf and parent role. 
4 . I t e ms 2, 8 , 10, 11 , 13, measure the parents ' 
?alLe c.f' 1nfJ ucncing their childrens v2.lues. 
Based on th e dat a regarding the four child-rearing values 
r11easur· e'.: ~ :C~~}~ participant s d o not indicate a greater change 
ir! t be ir ch:L:l.d-re ·:1.rJng values. 
£!i.1~ on pa.ccnt s persoYl:tl 3.nd ch11d-rear ing values V.Jere 
t es ted. The experlmental treatment, four combined PET 
c.J as ses, VJ<JG compared with a control group of parents 
receiving no treatme nt to determine the effect on the 
scores of the Study of Values, SOV and the Value_? Survey 
The analysis of covar iance (ANCOVA ) procedure 
were performed utilizing pretest and posttest VSP and SOV 
scores . The . 05 level of significance was adopted ·ror a 
two-tailed test of the null hypotheses. 
The first research hypothesis stated: 
Parents who part icipate in PET indicate similiar 
,... '-) ...... Y"l ' ' <::\ ~ 4 r · ~ h p s e C' l. x .,..., ..., r s o r1 a 1 'r a 1-u e·-s · ( l ,. 1 t- ,_...,a<..) 1~ ,,.. t l. c ··· 1 
'-' 1 0.. 1 J F.:;, C ~ .L 1 v ...;., •:l ... jJ t. . - v c ..L • ~- <::'.. J , l.! '-' C d. .. ' 
(lb) economi c=- (lc) aaGthetic, (ld) social , (le) polit-
ical, and (lf) religious, when compared with parents 
who do not receive the training. 
The only variable th~t indicated a significant difference 
was the theoretical sca le. This may be due to a lack of 
rationale or large number of tests. This finding is tena-
t :'L v e a:vJ a it i ng 1' e p l i cat ion . 
The second research hypothesis stated : 
Parent s it! h o par t i c i pat e j_ n P E 11 1 r1 d i ~ate s j_m i liar 
changes in these four ch :l.ld--rearing values: ( 2a) com--· 
r;a~ntcat.ion witr~ their ch.ildren, (2b) relationshi.p ~·lith 
t. he i r c h :i.l d r en , ( 2 c ) s e l f and parent r o l e , ( 2 d ) j_ n f 1 u --
c r:ci.ng of the 5. :::-' ch:5.ldre~1, 'tJh en compared 1.·1ith paren t s 
1-.: h.~) do not r e c e ~i -v e t:. he train ing . 
hypothesis . The fo u1· ch~ld-rearing values te sted by the 
90 
t t"t 1:; ch:i.l;J .-rerJ.r i ng values in tht; experimental g:c cup an d 
t he control group . One item in the survey indicated a 
s16r-;_iflcant change had occ~ured but it was concluded that 
thj_~:; stati~t:.l.cal differenc e may have occured due to the 
1arge nurnb2r of statistical tes ts performed since not 
su~ported by other it ems pertain i ng to this category. 
Consequently , based on this data, there is litt1e evi--
dence to support the claim that PET causes a greate r 
change in c!lild-rearing values . 
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the study . Con-
elusions b2s2d on t he da.ta analys1s and recorr.mendations 
for fur·tber research are discus s ed . 
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Chapter 5 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMEN DATIONS 
The home has often been viewed as the primary 
formulator of values for children. Parents are_ increas-
ing ly requesting the assistance of (1) the school, and 
(?) p2rent education programs, and/or (3) professio~als 
to help tl1em in their ro le of teaching/clarifying values. 
Work with families in the area of values is becoming one 
of the major directions in the teaching and clarifying 
of values. There is growing evidence of a need fer 
training parents to be more effective in child-rearing 
practices regarding values acquisition and clarification. 
The experimental research in this study focused 
on th£:~ use of PET as a parent education program and i·cs 
effect on the parents who participate in the training 
program. Parents who participated in PET were contra2ted 
-v;ith a gl.., oup of par ents -v;Jho did not receive the training .. ·
The c ffect of fl~~ on the personal and child-rearing 7alues 
of' the par en t ~; 1117a3 analyzed. 
Cha.pte c 5 ir~ c l udes : ( l ) a summary of the s tudy , 
( 2) ccnc;lus~_ c ns :c,-;ga rcling the hypotheses , ( 3) j_rap l =L cati.ons 
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SUMMARY OF THE STUDY 
This study is summarized in three sections: (1) First, 
the setting and sample characteristics are described,(2) sec-
ond, the research procedure is explained, and (3) finally, the 
conclusions,,methodology and statistical procedure are presented. 
The Setting and Sample 
Characteristics of the Study 
The study was conducted with five parent groups 
located in four separate communities in California. The 
experimental group was comprised. of four PET classes in 
three separate communities taught by four different PET 
instructors. These PET classes experienced the standardized. 
twenty-four hour training program and differed only in 
their total time span. Two c lasses had a time span of 
eight weeks, one class ran seven weeks, and one had a 
time span of two weeks. The course was designed to assist 
parents in the parenting process. A total of twenty-three 
parents was involved in the experimental group . 
A control group consisted of a young adult church 
·class in a separate California community. The parents 
volunteered to a test - retest arrangement wit h a time span 
of te~ weeks . The control sample totaled thirt y parents. 
The Study of Values by Allport, Vernon , and Lindzey 
and the Values Survey for Parents by Witty was administered 
as a pretest and posttest to the parents in th2 experimental 
and ( ~ un t ro.l u;rou.ps a~:; a rneasure of personal and child-
r r:c..lr i.ng V2l th3S . A1l parents in the sample completed 
b 0 t h t h 2 .0~-~-l3:1J _ __2!-:_y~~-l}-~-~~ and ~L~l:_u e ~ s u :c v e y - f O_I.~Q-~ e r) t s . 
The first treatment was conducted in a Concord, 
CaJ 1forni.:l PErc class. The _§_!;_~:92 __ of V.§;_!~es_ and Value_~ _ 
_;?_~~~yey _!.~g_~_~_ren~s were administered ·as a pretest on 
Sept ember 21, 1977. Following the p r etest, the class 
l)ar-ticipated j_n eight three ho1Jr class sessiong. T'he SOV 
and VSP pos~test were administered on November 9, 1977. 
The second treatment was a PET class in the 
L1Jss .i o:n District of San Fr·ancisco . The SOV and VSP 
were taken by two Vo l un teers November 7, 1977. This class 
met for' eight three hour class sessions in seven weeks 
and tbe SOV and VSP posttest was administered on December 23, 
197'7 . 
The third treatment was a PET class in San Francisco ' s 
Sun;.:;et. District. rrhe SOV and VSP pretest was administered 
·Ncv (:T1bcr 1, 1977; and eight viecks later , at t;he conclusion 
of tJ:J8 course , the p os t te st was aclmin ~L~>t ered on December 20 , 
1977 . 
The PET class in Sacramento , California, the fo ur th 
l a.tc:c , on Arn.., .L l 23 > 1978 , tLe po~~.ttest ·was adrn5_n ist e r e d . 
The control group in Modesto, California took the 
pretest on November 2, 1977 and ten weeks later, the post-
test was administered on January 11, 1978. The control 
group did not participate in a PET class between the pre-
test and posttest. 
Research Design and Statistical 
Methodology of the Study 
The Study of Values was used to measure six dominant 
interests in personality . These six areas of personal 
values measured were: (l)theoretical values,(2 ) economic 
values,(3) aesthetic values , (4) social values, (5) political 
values, and (6) religious values. The Values Survey for 
Parents was used to measure four child-rearing values de~ 
scrib~ parental socialization values. The child-rearing 
values measured were: (1) the parents' value fo r communi-
cation with their children, (2) the parents' value for their 
relationship with their childre n, (3 ) the parents' val ue 
of self and the parent role, and (4) the parents' va l ue fo r 
influencing their children. A twenty question background 
information sheet was completed by each parent participating 
in the sample. 
A Nonrandomized Control-Gr oup Pretest - Posttest re -
search design was employed . The statistical method s~ 
lected for use was analysis of covariance. An a l pha level 
of .05 with a two - tailed test of significance was adopted 
as the cr i te rion o f retention or re j ection of the null 
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CONCLUSIONS RELATING TO THE HYPOTHESES 
The pr·irrrary purpose of this investigat.ion was to 
explore the effect of a parent education program, PET, 
on particlpati.n g parents ' personal and child--rearing 
values. 
Hypoth9~- is Felating to 
--·-\fa~L u e~3-or"-P2r en t s 
Personal 
Research hypothes is one stated: 
?arents who participate in PET indicate a greater 
chang <-.:; i .n their persona.l values than parents who do 
not receive the training as measured by the Study of 
-\ .. :::..l,,·~o: "~-~ .- Allf-)o··d- 're· r ·1011 '"nri f-i r,a"z ey -----
--::-- -- u. ~2 ,j ,J ..J... - 1 v ~ v . 1 ' o. u. _J ...L ~ J • 
rrh ~:: Stu?y of Value~. measures six personal values. 
The only value that indicated a significant change was 
the theoretical value and that change was not strongly 
supported by the data analyzed. There were no signifi-
cant ('.h o _,-!r:~. es in .t.:he remaining five values: economic, 
a es thetic, s ocial, polit ical and religious. This hypo-
thesis th E<2cfo :t'e was not supported by the findings of 
this study. r.rhc d a "va fa:i led to show that PE11 par·t ic ipan t s 
indi.c.o t c? a g~res t c r chang0 in thei r pe:t·sonal val ue s when 
c o:n ~.:.:l!"' 2 c1 \·.:~. 1~h IJf.tren~=-~; v,-;'"'o do nc:-;. t r ecei v e t he traj_ :.J.ing . 
~ -.... \ . ' ' .. \ ~ . i- ' 
' ~, . . ·,_ ... . 
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Parents 1.vho p a rticipate .tn l:0~~ i ndj ca.te a greater 
change 1n their child--rearing values tha n par e nts wh o 
do not r e c. e :i v e t, he t r a. in in g c:~ s rn ca su red by the ~~l~ e s 
~;-~l-~~~~~~ y __ _!'_Q -~~--!~-~ ~en t _?__ by W i t t y . 
The Values Surv~y for Parents was used to test 
this hY I.JOthesj_~-~. rrhe four child-rear ing values t ested 
by the VSP i ndicated that there were no significant dif-
ferenc:-.:s bet\.•TPen the child-rearing values in the experi-
mental group and the control group . One it em in -the 
surve y tndica. ted a s ignj_ficant change h ad occ:1red but it 
was concluded that this statisti cal difference may have 
occured due to th~ large number of stati~tic al tests per-
formed s ince not supported by other items pertaining to 
this category. . Consequently, based on this data , there 
is J.ittle ev i dence to support the claim that PET 
cause s a greate r change in child - rearing values . 
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The findjngs of this study generally failed to show 
that pa_!:~_!}.! __ ~_f~C~s:tiveness Trainin_g_ did signif icantly effect 
the pe .r> s ona.l and c~iJ.d--rearing values of the parents who 
port j_ c "i. pat e d _-;_ L t be t J..., a in 1 n g co ur s e . The ex peri menta l 
group w.J.s comp cised of parents from three geograph1cal 
a.r c:a . .:::; ;-1nd t.:11 ..:~2:J:t by four different instructors therefore 
cc::.~1 b e rn.-:..de . 
9'7 . 
recent psyc:hclog i.cal cons-Lcle r acion. Although it is 
recognized and accepte d that systemat ic knowlcd.ge about 
va l ues is crucial to the understanding o f human behavior, 
methods for the study of values within a socio-psycho-
logical framework are as yet poorly developed (Brown , 196 8 . 
. Steck· , l 07 '- S ,c. Cl ' ff · 1· 9'7b,. ) ~ -'- _./'~' C11o.e .er , _ . There are several central 
issues that must be considered . The first is : to what 
extent arc values affected by education ? Ki twood and 
Smithers (1975) observe : 
I t seems generally accepted that the school leaver 
graduate eme r ges with a value system of some kind, 
acquir ed in some process ; and it is often assumed that 
h e wi 11 keep it, unchanged except in minor vrays , for 
the rest of his life (p. 175) . 
Severa1 authorities , Brown (1968) and- SchaeffeT' (197 6), 
among others, suggested that a person ' s values a r e the r e sult 
o f what they believe about their wor~ld , or simpl y their 
"world vie w . n 11he more central a bel ie f , · the more it will 
r e sist change . Allport's (1954) st~dies in social · psychol -
o gy on attitudes r evealed that values are a component of 
an i ndividua l s attitudes and attitudes are considered to 
be 8 dJsposition no t easily given to change. Hokeach 
( 1970) concluded that an individual ' s attitude a nd values 
were based on " a r e latively enduring organization of 
beJ.i sf[3 around an obje ct or situation predispos1ng one to 
res pond in some preferent 1a1 way (p. 112). 11 Steck (1 975) 
and Sche ibe (1 970) agreed that belief sys tem s may change 
as a result; of r e q u J. :rea behavior· . There f ore, be h a. vi or 
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doe s in f 1 u. en c e the 1) e l 1 e f s y stem but values seem t o be 
( ~ ) slow in chang jng. Maslow ~1962 stated that people v alue 
what meets their psychological and physiological needs. 
He believ0d values to be beliefs that have b een elevated 
to the status of motives within the personality . Values 
deve1 o p;.-rH.:nt seems to be a leng thy process. Geiger (1950) 
a.[3Sert e d tr1at 11 value s are the outcome of choices . Before 
a value can emerge, a process of evaluation is required 
p. 9) . n Hogers ( 19 61~) pre ferr.ed the not ion of conceived 
values , that is values are learned from others and this 
pri.ma.r ily occurs in the fami.ly setting when the child 
j_ ~te .rnaJ.ize s these values into his own system of values . 
Ro gers primary theory is that an individual's values are 
th~ re sul t of his experiencing and that this process of 
exper i encing determines his values. Scheibe (1970) 
asserted tha t value acquisition is in part a product of 
d evelopmenta l Identification and that the chj_l d. lfbegins 
at a:n early age to internalize the moral values and stand-
ard s o f h i s parents a nd est ab lish his own values (p . 1176) . 11 
-v.Jhj_teraan ( 19'73) indicate d that the beliefs and va1 l~es tha t 
the child develop s in the family atmosphere r emains with 
h.:i.rn into a ::-1u1thood. 
This process of value s identification and acquisi-
toirJi1 beg~Lns ~; e:J.1'1y .i.n life 2nd lS apparently resistant to 
chjlJren ard attemp~s to equip parents with parenting skills 
~bat 1/Li ll j m prove t he ir a b i 1 it y to corn m un i c at e t heir v a 1 u e s 
without damagi~g the parent-child relat ionship. The fi nd -
iugs cf this presen t study t e nd to indicate that par e nts 
do not change their va lues in a relat ively short time span . 
Also, it does not imply t~at behavibrs may not have been 
changed as a resul t of Parent Effectiveness Training. 
Cognitive awareness of values and par ticipation in a parent 
education progr·am that stresses values clarification do~:.:.s 
not n ecessar i ly imply that a c h a nge in values will occur. 
Another concern in any study of values is the 
method of measurement that will be employed. The investi-
gatc r obse r ved that the methods which are available have 
embodied different conceptions of values. In this study 
the A llport - Vernon-Lindzey Si~~¢y~f va:;_~es ( 19 6 0) was used 
tc measure the p8:r'sonal value s . The SOV is the earliest 
and probably the best knovrn instrument . Buros (1972) lists 
687 r efe?"enc :~-:;~ under t he S~udy of Valu es. Porr:·Js o f this 
test hav e been used for over thirty years. However since 
the SOV has b? en des ign ~ d to assess t he dominant interests 
of t!1e personality , Kitwood , and Smi ther s (1 97 5) argue that 
" :it rea11y .joes not measure val\1 es as s uch, for ,,,Jhil e values 
pe~va~c sl1 in teres~ areas , they are neither synonymou s nor 
c c -. c X tJ: vl s _i_ \! e ';J i t h t hem ( p . l 7 5 ) • I t i s p 0 s s =- b 1 e t hat t h e 
~if~erence in ' valuing ' between persons ma y be very wide , 
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well·-j_; J.anneci lea.rEing program f or parents . The parents 
are involved in a n educationa l experience that research 
has proven to be s i gnificant ly helpful in improvi.ng 
r-r, r> P n t ··-,,., 'n-: J 11 r ~ l " t . · , ~ -· c• · ( La r ... · l 9 7 0 · ) 0. - - - 1 '-' J. -'- - ' ~ t- --- a ~· l 0 n s J 1 _]_ p •J ! • s 0 n ' -. ' Peterson, 19'11; 
Steck, 1975). The improved parent-child relationship 
may increas e the poss ibility that children wi ll be more 
open to parents' values but the findings presented in 
this study do not provide support for the belief that 
pare.:1ts' personal and child --rearing values are signlfi-
cantly changed as a result of participation in a PET 
class. Since these findings are based on this one study 
the f·::; 1J oi-·J ~ng recommendations for fu r ther research ar e 
made : 
. ..L • Lo~gltudinal research is needed to determine 
if psrsc·nal and child-rearing values change vJhen a longer 
time interval occurs between completion of the training 
2 . FuJ~Lher res earch and repl ication should be 
made t o ex~end the exter nal validity of the findings to 
1 } :' 11 r· t;. 11 c: r T' s s e ~'?.1"' c h f.:- h o u J. d. b e c o 11 d u c t 2 d on t h e 
vc:: l.:Lo j_ t y c J.· t'- ~:e ~)Cl'f and VSP for rn(:a.s urc:ment of personal 
l (J .l. 
'rhc same procedures shou.ld be replicated b·,J t 
u.sinrs d iff e r e nt j_ns trument s as measures of the dependent 
var i ab l e sho u.ld be undert,aken . 
5. Researc h is neecied which provide o ther new 
i nstr·uments to evaluate personal and child-rearing values. 
6. A study should be conduc~ed using pre and 
post obs e rvation of behaviors to avoid the small and 
slow changes inherent .in value change s. 
SUMMARY 
Chc~pter 5 summarized the experimental study of PEr:I1 
effect on the personal and child-~earing values of the 
parents. The findings did not suppor t two research 
hypotheses that were investigated. As a res u lt of parti-
cipating in PET the parents failed to demonst r ate change s 
in their child-rearing values. The only personal value 
that i nd icated a significant change was the theoretical 
value. The re were no significant changes in the other 
five persona l values measured . 
Further researc h is .needed to replicate and expand 
UI)On t!Je findin gs and j_mplicat ions of the stud y. These 
f i ndings tend to support the research that values are 
r8sistant to ch2nge . This study attempted to m~asure change 
j_ n val u 2 s a:· 1::: e r a l i :n j_ t e c. t rea t men t per i od . Perhaps t i: :L s 
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APPENDIX A 
INFORMATION QUESTIONNAIRE 
115 
THE I NFORHATION REQUESTED IS SOLELY FOR THE PURPOSE OF GATHERING 
DAT~. O~, l THE P/\RENT EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING PROGRAM (P .f. T.). THt\NK 
YOU FOR YOUR r~.ss I STANCE /\ND COOPER,/\ T I ON. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
N/\:"-':E 
ADDRES S 
AGE 
---- ---SEX 
----
RACE 
-------
OCCUPAT ION 
SPOUSES OCCUPATION 
DATE 
--------·------- -----iv\ARITAL STATUS: SINGLE tvi.ARRIED SEPERATED __ DIVORCED 
NUfA.BER OF PREVIOUS tv'ARRIAGES 
-----
CHILDREN'S AG ES: 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 
YOUR AGE WHEN FIRST CHILD BORN __ _; LAST CHILD __ _ 
~lU'-~tBER OF CHI LOREN PRESENTLY AT HOI-1E 
---
13. NUtviBER OF TIMES YOU HAVE ~10VED YOUR CHILDREN TO A NEW CITY OR STATE 
116 
--14. \~lHERE H/\VE YOUR CHILDREN BEEN RE.L\RED: (CHECK ONE) URBAN__, RURAL_ , 
SUBUR BAl'J 
15. RELIG ION ____ _ 
15. CHURCH AFFILIATION 
17. NUMBER OF Tlt.,iES YOU ;~TTEND CHURCH IN A CALENDAR YEfl.J~ ___ _; . YOUR CHILDREN __ 
18. EDUCATION: (CHECK LEVEL COl',iPLETED) GRADE SCHOOL __ , HIGH SCHOOL _  , 
COLLEGE 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , MASTER'S , DOCTORATE • 
19. FAM ILY INCOME : (CHECK ONE) 0-5-;QOO __ , 5,000-lO,OOO __ • , 10,000-15,000_, 
1 5, 0 0 0--2 0, 0 0 0--- ' 2 0' 0 0 0- 3 0' 0 0 0--- , 3 0, 0 0 0-50, 0 0 0--- , 50, 0 0 0 -__ . 
20. IS THIS ThE FIRST TIME YOU 1--JAVE TAKEN PARENT EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING (P.E. T .) ? 
(CIRCLe ONE) YES - NO. IF NO, \~HEN? __ _ 
APPENDIX B 
VALUES SURVEY FOR PARENTS 
11. 8 
VALUES SUR\/cY FCR P/\:~ENTS 
J/\fv':ES L. HITTY 
Ai'·4S\•/EP. L;\CH OF H··iE FOLLO\tJING QUESTIONS BY PUTTING A CHECK fv4J\RK ( v') NEXT 
TO THE CHOICE \'1/HICH 3EST DESCRIBES YOUR TRUE THINKING JJND FEELING . IT 
IS YOUR FIRST IMPRESSION WE ARE INTERESTED IN . THAi'\lK YOU . 
l. How ofte~1 do you have fights or. value conf1ict3 with your child? 
ALVJAYS FHEQUE.NTLY ___ Rll.RELY NE.:VER 
2. How of-'cen do you use your authorj_ty , parental pO'i-Jer , to i mplant and 
enf'c,rce your values? _4V/JAYS FliEQUENI'LY RARELY NEvili 
3 . Hc)w adequate do you feel as 2. parent in handl ing child_-reartng 
pr>ob1er·s '? J::JJ;.Jii.YS GC'OD USUPJ .. LY GCOD HARELY GOOD N£\fER GOOD 
4. EOH rr;t: .. ch trust do you have in your child ;-S abi lity tc solve his/bel' 
own problems? COIVIPLETE '11~UST IvlUCH TRUS'l, LITrT_E TRUST NO TBOS11 
5. Hmv anxi ~;us are you when conflicts ar·ise j _11 the bome? 
VEE':{ Al'-JXICUS .. ~J,NXIOUS RARELY ANXIOUS NE'iER MTIOUS 
6. Do you f'i.nd it -easy to talk t o your children about your values ? 
ALv.JP.YS f:u-1\SY USUALLY EASY :Fw"<.EJ_JY EASY NEVER &'\SY 
7 . Do yDu feel--your child/childre-n find it easy -to talk to ~lou- about their 
vaJ..ucs? .AIMAYS EASY USUALLY EASY RARELY EASY Nl~VER EASY 
8. How much t:ilne do you spend rem:~11ding -your child to change his/her--
beh:l.v i or? A. T ~JAYS FHEQUF..J-J'rLY RABF...LY NEVER 
9. Ho~.·J mu.:ch of the tjme are you happy vd.th your chilclcen? 
Al}:AYS FHEQuill\riLY RiliiELY NEVEH 
lO . Ho\v ofter: do you attempt to r:-1odify that behavior of your chj_ld wf!j_ch has 
no t2ng ible or concret e effe~t on you? ALHAYS :B~r-<£)~~T.Ji:l'J1l_;Y 
IlAPSLY NEV&~ -- --
11 . D:· J';)u give your--chil dren the freedom to choose tl-'1ei.r obn hair style , 
cloc:L. ing , friends , lei sure activities , etc. ? JJ..!. .. }JAYS FFEQT.JEN"'TLY _ _ _ 
}~J\REcT_S NEVER 
12 . Dr~) you leave the r-esponsibJ.lity bJith y8t;..r child for accept:i..ng or deny~irJg 
your vaJ_ues? AL~vAYS FREQUE:NTLY FJ\.F.ELY 1'-.TE'JER 
13 . To lvbat extent do you feel you own your crJ..ld? COIVIFIETELY SOTv'JEv'JHAT 
NO~[l A'r ALL 
14 . Do your C:t.:ildren accept you.r values? &'\SILY SOIVIS\~qA.T \~liTH 
DTJ~'ICUL:lY N1:-=-VER ACCEPT 
15 . 1.v11en you.1., child r s values differ from you.:rs, do ycu modJ.f'y or char.tge your 
va.l ue.s? AL\·JA..YS FREQ1JTh'1I_JY RAFlliLY NEvER 
16. Do _you consic!.er-t~he neecls of your chilcl..rc~n important ? 
f/1Q2T IfJIFO~,A.!f.r QUJfiE ll'IPORTANT SOfVIE~rJJviES TivTI?DRTAl"JT NOT AT AIL 
J.'i' . Hot·; often do y'()u accept a solution- which denies your neecC::.;--j_n O:!:"'der- that -
vo-.J.r child ' s 11eeds a..re met'? ALHAYS FREiUENTLY HABJ:<~LY .NTi:"'vSR 
l B .Iio\'r efft:ct.--L'.fe are you jn rrcdc1i.ng your; ?alues C'prac-tice \t.rha.t you. preac~h") 
b~fc:rt.-:: :J"2Ul' children? 'VEI~Y EPFEC'l1IV£ USUAilZ l':FPECTIVE RDJ\ELY 
~:_:"P'F:==· · ~~:L .VE l~~Jr EFFE;C'ITVE 
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SU~<L-~VJI:u-\·:~, \/EHY LITTLE l'JOl' .Kl1 JL..L 
;~CJ.!\-re :?!);_,_ -s;~F~t sfiPd ~·;ith you.l"' rre::;tr:<:>-::1 of te:::~h1i~<:; values tc ycuor-· c}-ri.l dren? 
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